
'Choose or Lose' Bus Comes to U-M 
BY NORA OBRINGER 

O 
NFRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 
MTV came to Ann Arbor to 
register new voters for the 

1996 presidential election. 
The MTV 'Choose or Lose' 
bUB pulled up around eleven 
to begin a three hour 
scramble to register voters. 

To try and make more 
young adults from the ages 
of IS to 25 involved; politics 
is finally using a medium 
through which young 
people can be contacted; 
MTV. Using its influence 
among young adults, MTV 
sponsors the 'Rock the Vote' 
campaign in the United 
States. Traveling around the country 
from school to school, the campaign 
targets colleges and universities to 
register mass amounts of people. 

Just the day before coming to 
Michigan, the bus had been at the 
University of Illinois. The school with 
the most votes registered with MTV 
so far? Michigan State registered 
1,300. The workers for 'Choose or Lose' 
expect the University of Michigan's 
numbers to be much higher. Ofcourse, 
there have been tables set up since 
school began so the numbers may be 
askew due to many people already 
being registered. Originally, the bus 
was to be located in front of Hill Audi
torium. Because of the rain, the event, 
unaware to some students, had to be 
relocated to the less spacious base
ment of the Michigan Union. 

The 'Rock the Vote' campaign is 
completely unaffiliated with any po
litical party. Nonetheless, many po
litical groups were also located in the 
union to sponge off of the publicity 
that MTV creates. Located at tables 
in the area among others were cam
paigners for Lynn Rivers, Chris 
Schmidt, Carl Levin and Joe 
Fitzsimmons. 

Since four people travel with the 
MTV choose or lose bus, volunteers 
from each area the bUB travels to are 
necessary to register all the voters. 
Volunteers, wearing t-shirts that an-

nounced the event, held clipboards to 
register as many voters as fast as 
possible. Representatives from the 
University's Democrats and Republi
cans were present as well as members 
of the movement to 'Voice Your Vote' . 
Also present were students of a local 
elementary school giving political 
surveys. Jaime 
Uzeta, one of the 
four that travel with 
the bus, explained, 
"This generation 
has so many volun
teers, it is not that 
people don't want to 
get involved, they 
just do not know 
how to start." 

ter. 
Among items MTV used to at

tract people over to their large table 
were TV screens which played videos 
interspersed with celebrity endorse
ments of the 'Rock the Vote' cam
paign. The voting celebrities included 
such teen icons as Claire Danes, sports 
figures like Magic Johnson and a 
multitude of musical groups. T-shirts 
with the MTV and 'Rock the Vote' logo 
were given out for free along with a 
multitude of bumper stickers and pins. 

Also among the amusements was 
. a survey on a touch-sensitive com
puter screen asking students about 
their political opinions and what they 
find to be important issues to this 
campaign. The survey asked students 
to rate issues in order of priority; such 
as violence, AIDS, racism, health care, 
and education. The survey also asked 
questions about youth stereotypes and 
if anyone thought they wer(;l . trtie~~ 
Young adults are frequently stereo
typed as apathetic, uncaring; and ig
norant. Other questions asked if the 
students found themselves to be gen-

As seen on 
MTV, a "VeeJ ay" 
generally accompa
nies the 'Choose or 
Lose' Bus from town 
to town. However, 
this was not the case 
here at U-M, and 

Students gain enlightenment from the vaunted MTV Bus 

neither Tabitha Soren nor Kurt Loder 
were there to greet students register
ing. Nonetheless, there were many 
things to do and look at besides regis-
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erally happy or unhappy. Interest
ingly, a picture was taken of each 
person and placed on the world wide 
web page of the 'Rock the Vote' cam-

paign. 
To counteract such stereotypes, 

MTV also created and gave out 'A 
Guide to Voters' booklet to help the 
uninformed. Enclosed were the vot
ing policies of all fifty states, that 
showed how to register, when to vote 
for primaries, and how to contact ea:ch 
state for more information. The is
sues in the election were also summa
rized in a section titled 'Issues Over 
Easy'. In it such topics as Abortion, 
the environment, crime and violence 
are discUBsed. In the back of the book
let a glossary is located which ex
plains terms from amendment to 
working poor. 

Education is students' biggest is
sue in the election. Concern over the 
rising price of college tuition and after 
college debt top the list. Uzeta reaf
firmed, "Most of the students, from 
anywhere we have gone, are worried 
aboutthecostofthp.irp.nll~lltion . Thev 
wonder how they or their parents will 
pay for it, and most of all what the 
government can so to help them." 

The MTV is certainly not enough 
of a connection to give anyone an 
informed vote come November 5. 
Uzeta said, "People have to follow up 
on issues. They must watch TV if 
that's all they have time for, but bet
ter yet is following up with the news
paper and becoming politically ac
tive." 

The main observation, that an
other member of the 'Choose or Lose' 
bus had, was, "People are fiercely 
independent. This generation is more 
educated, I believe ,than others. They 
are more astute, they can cut through 
the crap. This generation is no more 
Democrat or Republican than any 
other." 

On November 5, the youth vote 
will, in part ,decide who enters the 
White house. Most certainly, the turn 
out will be much higher than the 
numberthat·cametoregisteratMTV, 
which was 500 to 600 unofficially. lW. 
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o LE'ITER FROM THE. EDITOR . 

G REETINGS! AS I WRITE 
this, the Review is wrapping 
up production on the second 

issue of the year (and, incidentally, 
the second issue of my tenure as edi
tor-in-chieD. Loyal readers are likely 
to have noticed a change in the overall 
content and tone of the paper. New 
readers, hopefully, are discovering an 
entertaining and thought-provoking 
journal of moderate conservative and 
civil libertarian opinion. One of my 
goals is for the Review to return to its 
roots as a journal of conservative 
thought. 

Another goal is to provide a more 
"light-hearted" Review. While we will 
still continue to provide hard-hitting, 
professional commentary on solid is
sues, we also wish to make the Review 
more entertaining at the same time. 
So as a balance to our traditional 
articles, we will feature satires and 
special pull-out sections of a humor
ous and satirical nature, such as this 
month's "Hail to Communism," which 
t.akes a sarcastic look at the failure of 
that system, as it might be applied by 

our University in the spirit of "in loco 
parentis." 

My most important goal for the 
Review is to combat student apathy. 
The U-M is a truly diverse campus, 
with an overwhelming number of 
bright, capable students . There are 
many vital issues, both on and off 
campus, that affect students directly. 
Often, due to apathy and lack of inter
est and knowledge, policies and laws 
are enacted that can deeply affect 
students without their input. At the 
Review, we feel that it's high time 
that the students of the U-M take a 
stand for themselves . 

I am quite confident that you'll 
continue to enjoy reading the Review. 
As always, I welcome your comments 
and criticisms. You can submit let
ters to the editor via US Mail, or via 
email (with "LETTER TO THE EDI
TOR" as the subject) at 
mreV®Umich.edu. You can call me at 
313/662-1909 if you prefer. We also 
welcome new staff members. If you're 
interested in writing on almost any 
subject, why not drop by one of our 

o ROVING PHOTOGRAPHER 

staff meetings? They're held Tuesday 
nights at 7 pm in our office, which is 
currently located on the Third Floor 
ofthe Michigan League, but will soon 
be moving to Suite 32 in the basement 
ofthe Perry Building. Ifwriting's not 
your thing, but business is, we espe
cially need your help. Our Publisher, 
Pat Eskew, who handles our financial 
operations, is in need of people who 
would like to be advertising execu
tives, and help out with other busi
ness-related aspects of the Review. 
Selling advertisements for the Re
view even pays commission. If you're 
interested, call Pat at our office, or 
email mreV®Umich.edu. 

In closing, I hope you enjoy this 
issue of the Michigan Review . We 
look forward to hearing from you, now 
and in the future. 

by Yasi Sanii 

Wat do 'you look for in a Presidential Candidate? 

Shamus McNamara 
LSAJunior 
Major: History . 
"The two W's: Weed and 
Women." 

Daniel Cystnthbrane 
Engineering Sophomore 
Major: Civil Engineering 
"The first thing [ look for is an 
area of the forehead known as 
'Area 51.' [fthere are any blem
ishes or clogged pores in this 
area, the person is an alien, 
and frankly, [just don't sup
port beings from other worlds. " 

••• • 
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Amy Clay 
RC Junior 
Major: Social Science 
"Good, strong limbs. " 

Max Casella 
LSA Senior 
Major: Sociology 
"A guy like O.J.; someone 
who's strong on family 
values. " 
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o SERPENT'S TOOT-H 

Many of you might be concerned as to 
the condition of Review editor-at
large, Geraldo Armando-Ruiz. 
Armando-Ruiz, as Serpent's Tooth 
announced in our last issue, was shot 
three weeks ago when U-M officials 
raided the" Anti-Code Fortress" which 
Armando-Ruiz and his followers had 
erected on the Diag. Unfortunately, 
Serpent's Tooth has just learned that 
Armando-Ruiz died from complica
tions earlier this week. Code supervi
sor Mary Lou Antieau claimed this 
was, "a clear mandate from heaven," 
and Maureen Hartford added that 
"this is evidence that we must con
tinue on with our chosen path." 

In related news, due to the overwhelm
ing anti-Code sentiment being pre
sented by many Student Code Panel
ists, Hartford has announced her plan 
to replace the panelists with "young, 
impressionable" children. The new 
grOUP, apparently called "Maureen's 
Jungen," will reportedly bring the M
Card to their beleagured inner-city 
brethren while not proselytizing on 
campus for the Code. 

In a shocking development, govern
ment officials came to an agreement 
on Monday to released their "political 
prisoner," cop-killer Mumia Abu 
Jamal. After an initial moment of 
disorientation, the Free Mumia Coa
lition quickly issued a press release 
decrying the action as a "racist, fas
cist, and classist destruction of a mar
tyr and a monument to the prole
tariat by the opressive and criminal 
pigs who are in collusion with the 
KKK." Group leader Josef Stalin 
quickly motivated the group into 
shouting "Arrest Mumia! Arrest 
Mumia!" and" re-named the group 
"The Coalition to Imprison Mumia." 

In Campus Affairs, it appears that a 
merger between former campus 
groups, the "Ad Hoc Comittee on the 
Bullshit in the Constitution" and the 
"Big Brother, Big Administration So
ciety," has led to the formation of a 
new group, "Students for Creative 
Autocracy." Apparently, this group 
will crusade for the end of justice and 
fight the vile and demeaning stench 
of freedom in all its forms. In its first 
act, the group yesterday dubbed the 
Vice President for Student Affairs, 
Maureen Hartford, the "Unholy 
Woman Emperor of the Code" and are 
seeking student nominations for the 

position of the "Defender of Our Lack 
of Faith." 

There has been much talk recently of 
the closing bridge between Clinton 
and Dole in the election polls. Fortu
nately, this will all come to an end 
tomorrow. We at Serpent's Tooth have 
just learned, that, as a result of in
fighting within the Democratic Party, 
Radical Clinton has left the party to 
"dance,and pray to Satan as [he sees) 
fit" and Conservative Clinton has 
formed the"N ew Bull-Moose Party," 
the name of which he later changed to 
the "Old Bullshit Party." Finally, the 
much kicked-about Moderate Clinton, 
who pledged his loyalty to the Demo
cratic Party and promised to remain 
firm through the election, was subse
quently quelled by a "plurality of 
disatisfied politicians." 

In an uplifting moment, it was an
nounced last week that the December 
commencement speaker for the U-M 
would be Sandra Day O'Connor. Just 
a little question - doesn't it seem 
strange to anyone that we can get a 
Justice of the Supreme Court to come 
in December, but we've had to settle 
for Cathy Guisewite and some ran
dom Communist for the May gradua
tion? 

We at Serpent's Tooth are upset that 
the Review hasn't gotten any really 
angry letters or death threats recently. 
What's our problem? Are we too nice? 
Do we not swear enough? What the 
hell do we have to do to piss you off, 
our loyal readers? Run an insert that 
praises communism? 

In an unexpected tumaround,Review 
editor Geraldo Armando-Ruiz ap
peared for a press conference in the 
lobby of the U-M Medical Center, 
firmly putting to rest any rumors of 
his demise. Waving his fist at the 
assembled reporters, he shouted, 
"What do you think you can do, 
Antieau? Kill me? Maim me? I'm not 
even real! You can't persecute a fic
tional character under the Code!" He 
was then shot six times in the back by 
an enraged student, who then took 
his own life, screaming, "You'll have 
to chase me into M-Hell to prosecute 
me under the Code for this !" and laugh
ing maniacally. 

In campus computing news, lTD an
nounced its new plan to reduce stu-

dent computing allocations to $1.00 
per month and changing the printing 
charge to $2.50 per page. Administra
tors praised the efficiency of this sys
tem, and numerous LS&A seniors 
were seen selling vital organs to non
descript men on State Street in order 
to finish honors theses. 

The University News and Informa
tion Services Department assures us 
that the rumors circulating that claim 
the University considers itself an in
dependent nation are completely and 
utterly false. In other news, the 
Review's correspondent in New York 
told us that the United Nations has 
accepted the U-M's bid for entry into 
its coveted Security Council. 

Noting that the U-M logo has been 
put on the moon, the Office of the 
President has announced today that 
it will claim the entire surface of the 
moon for campus expansion. Wh~n --

asked for comment, U-M Vice Presi
dent for Overbearing and Continuous 
Construction Peter Kalloway called 
the 1984 INF treaty that declared 
outer space open to all a "scrap of 
worthless paper." 

MSA contradicted President Fiona 
Rose's earlier assertion that it "is not 
a Fotomat government" last week 
when it passed its budget in record 
time. It happened something like this: 
The budget came to a ready MSA. 
Fiona then went on a rampage, claim
ing, "$15,000 for one student group? 
It's not my money, and who pays at
tention to our budget anyway?" 

The Residence Halls Association has 
recently been crusading to get stu
dents to call University housing "resi
dence halls" instead of "dorms." We 
think this is a pile of "excrement, "not 
"shit," and it should be flushed down 
the "water closet," not the "john." 

FRIENDS! 
ALUMNI! 

COUNTRYMEN! 
The War against the Rapacious Hordes of Cultural Relativism, Politi. 
cal Correctness, Strange and Bizarre Liberalism, and the 
Politicization of the Academy continues to this very day! We are 
continuing in our fight to win the hearts and minds of Students, that they 
may See that Conservatism is the best Choice for one's views on Politics 
and government. But we still need your Help. The Forces of Evil and 
Tyranny are still at work, and are far from being overthrown. Someday, we 
shall conquer, but until the Vanquishing ofthe Left, we must still rely on 
your support. Please help us in our fight to bring about a Renaissance of 
Conservative thought at The University of Michigan. -------------------------
YES! I WILL HELP IN THE FIGHT FOR TRUTH, JUSTICE, 

AND READABLE JOURNALISM ON U-M'S CAMPUS! 
For a TAX-DEDUCTffiLE SUBSCRIPTION OF $25 OR MORE, you 
will receive a one-year subscription, including all of our great issues plus 
our fantastic Summer Orientation Issue. Why give it to Uncle Sam? 
Please send my subscription to: 

NAME: 
ADDRESS~: ____________________ ___ 

CITY: STAT.L.lE_· ___ _ ZIP_:_ 
Please make your check or money order (please no cash, for your own 
peace of mind) payable to: 

The Michigan Review, 911 N. University, Suite One, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1265 

,, - -"-.-~ .. - -- .. --.-~" .... - . ---~--::::::::::=:--=-~.....:..-::.:::===::::==:::::::-~ ." .... ~-_ _ , ... __ ,, _ ___ • ___ 'R_"' _ _ _ .. __ -~~I'lIllPt 
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o FROM SUITE ONE 

Questionable Pay-outs 

RECENTLY FORMER PRESIDENT JAMES DUDERSTADT MADE 
secret deals with his executive team prior to his leaving office. Looking 
at all the memos that document the relevant correspondence between 

Duderstadt and his executive board, one can get an idea on why this was not a 
good idea. Make no mistake, the President must have some discretionary power 
to be able to do his job correctly and serve the University properly, but you've 
got to draw the line somewhere. 

Memo's documenting Duderstadt's correspondence with his executive team 
(obtained through the Freedom ofInformation Act) range from October 1995 to 
June 1996. These deals are indeed lucrative, like the extension of administrator's 
pay to administrators returning to the faculty. For example, this means that 
Farris Womack (Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer) and all 
the other senior administrators would continue to receive their $200,000+ 
salary after returning to the faculty. For reference, Education Dean Cecil G. 
Miskel, who will be Womack's boss, is paid $135,000 while Womack will retain 
his higher pay although he is no longer an executive officer. 

In a memo dated January 22, 1996 to Vice President for University 
Relations Walter Harrison, Duderstadt wrote, "We have traditionally provided 
long-serving executive officers with either 1) a one year administrative leave 
prior to assuming another position in the University, or 2) .a retirement 
furlough year, similar to those enjoyed by senior faculty. Along th€l'same lines, 
Duderstadt noted that deals with administrators were common and admitted 
several such negotiations during his 8-year tenure as President. While former 
President Shapiro (who served immediately before Duderstadt) was not unable 
to be reached for comment, former President Fleming who retired in 1979 said 
that he did not offer any administrators extra deals. The Michigan Daily 
reported that Fleming did agree that retiring administrator were,offered time 
off with pay, because they did not receive furloughs the way,faculty did. 
F}pming's statement, however, did not coincide with Duderstadt's memo 
offering deals to administrators moving to another position within the University. 

This is where Duderstadt at the very least should have consulted with the 
Regents, or even with the students of the U-M. As the money came from general 
funds, this only serves to implicate the actions of our former President for using 
tuition money. At the very least, this should be prevented from occurring again, 
and all the privileges extended to the administrators should be judiciously 
returned to the general fund, as Professor Dunn, the chair of the faculty's 
governing body suggested. Noting the reactions from the faculty, to reactions 
from Lansing, Duderstadt's deals seem to have cast a rather unpleasant 
shadow over the University's reputation. Why should funding from the state be 
jeopardized by Dliderstadt's actions? 

Questions have been raised as to why Duderstadt didn't consult with the 
Regents beforehand about these deals. Uncertainty of job security during the 
selection of the new President was cited as a major reason for offering the deals. 
Another major reason given was the numerous offers each officer was receiving 
from other institutions. However, this does not explain why Duderstadt did not 
consult the Board before setting aside so much money. As President, certain 
discretionary power is necessary; however, Duderstadt stepped outside the 
bounds of reasonable discretion by extending these offers without prior 
consultation to the Regents, given that the deals ended up involving a million 
dollars of student tuition and state tax money. Perhaps one might even go so far 
as to say that Duderstadt's efforts to keep the executive team together were 
laudable in intent, but in intent only. Were other schools making offers to the 
executive team offering comparable deals? That would certainly clear up some 
of the confusion on why Duderstadt offered the deals. The University prides 
itself on being competitive in the area of salary for its faculty and staff. If the 
University must offer deals above the norm to keep its so called "talented officer 
team," then perhaps this indicates a flaw in the thinking of the University. 

The combined sum of money offered to the executive officer team exceeds 
one million dollars. A paltry sum, to be sure, in comparison to the U-M's Total 
Operating Budget of around $2.5 billion or so. But the University could have 
saved money, or at the very least, distributed the money more efficiently. 
Admittedly, he does have a certain degree of discretion. But given that this 
action was taken shortly before Duderstadt left office, it seems amore like an 
ill-advised action of a "lame duck" president. 

Finally, ulterior motives aside, the questions that they as well as others 
have raised of Duderstadt's actions (and of course, future presidents) remain 
valid and need to be addressed. Students and faculty alike should stand firmly 
against such abuse of presidential power, l\R 
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o COMMENTARY 

Dialogue, Not Destruction 

t-
il 
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T HERE IS A DISTURBING TREND ON THE CAMPUS OF THE 
University of Michigan. In recent years, there seems to be an unspoken 
approval of property destrqcti01':l.~'and supression of other's right to 

speak as a forms of protest against student organizations that people or groups 
disagree with. Certain organizations have decided that the best way to exercise 
their freedom of expression is to deny other groups that same right. For 
example, a common rallying cry of the National Women's Rights Organizing 
Coalition (NWROC) is "no free speech for fascists." Unfortunately for NWROC, 
the First Amendment to the Constitution does not say "Congress shall make no 
law ... abridging the freedom of speech, except when that speech is uttered by 
fascists." As despicable as the ideas and words of the groups NWROC protests 
are, nobody has the right to deny anyone else the freedom of speech and 
expression in this country simply because they find the other's words unpalatable. 

By no means is NWROC the only organization that feels justified in 
denying groups their right to free expression as a means of protest. The "Ad hoc 
Committee Against the Bullshit in the Michigan Daily" last spring felt fully 
justified in stealing half of the Daily's press run after they printed an article 
they felt was "racist." Instead of writing a letter to the Daily, or attempting an 
intelligent dialogue on the subject, the "Committee" took it upon themselves to 
perpetrate a brainless, immature, and cowardly act of theft and destruction. 

The First Amendment does not protect these actions, as many believe. The 
Ninth Amendment states quite clearly that one's right to freedom of expression 
does not allow one to denyanother their right to freedom of expression. 

Unfortunately, many feel it is perfectly acceptable, in the name of political 
correctness or moral righteousness, to restrict the right of some groups to be 
heard. The liberal media are the biggest contributors to this concept - not only 
do they not call for an end to such actions; in some cases, they condone them. 
For instance, Michigan Daily columnist Dean Bakopoulous, in a departure 
from his normally well-crafted, thought-provoking, and intelligent writings, 
wrote of defacing the College Republicans' sidewalk chalk advertisements on 
the Diag by urinating on them, for the sole reason that he feels that their 
message is unacceptable. Ironic that a member of a newspaper that knows all 
too well the harm and annoyance such actions can cause would turn around and 
advocate such actions. "As long as it's not us," eh, Dean? 

But what happens when it is us? Ifwe're to allow NWROC the right to deny 
"fascists" free speech, for example, then what's to stop anyone from declaring 
NWROC's message intolerable, and preventing their freedom of speech as well? 
And then what prevents the government from squelching the right of expression 
completely? This is precisely why we must never condone the destruction of 
property and suppression of free speech, no matter how unsavory or downright 
hateful the message. One cannot deny another their rights without being open 
to having one's own rights denied. l\R -Geoff Brown 
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o COMMENTARY 

Gun Control Infeasible 

ONE CAN CONSIDER IT EITHER VERY IRONIC OR VERY 
disturbing that areas with the most stringent gun control laws have 
extraordinarilv hi!!h rates of crime. whereas those areas with the least 

gun control experience the lowest rates of crime. In certain states such as 
Arizona, where law abiding citizens may legally own Uzi submachineguns and, 
with a permit, carry concealed weaponry on their person, the amount of violent 
crime - and especially that committed by a random attacker - has dropped 
sharply. Contrast this to the poorer parts ofN ew York City, where street gangs, 
armed with illegally procured weapons, terrorize some districts to the point 
where citizens are afraid to leave their homes in the daytime . 

When some weaponry is banned outright by the states or by the federal 
government, it deprives law-abiding citizens of the power to protect themselves 
in the fashion they see fit, whereas criminals, who aren't exactly conscious of 
the law in the first place, will be able to prey upon those law-abiding citizens. 

When the Founding Fathers ratified the Second Amendment to our 
Constitution, they did so for the protection ofthe people. Arguably, there are 
three reasons why people should be allowed to own weaponry. One, they need 
guns in case of attack by a hostile foreign power or hostile domestic government. 
Two, they need or want guns to hunt or otherwise legally procure needed food 
or other goods. Three - and arguably the most important reason of a11- is so 
one can defend oneself and one's family and property. Now, the chances that a 
foreign power will invade the United States and/or that the government will all 
of a sudden begin to commit N azi-esque crimes against the populace are 
tremendously re1l10te. No intelligent person can deny this. The use of guns to 
hunt is not as important now as it was one or two hundred years ago. But if 
anything, the need for guns to protect oneself and one's family has risen. To 
strip that right from innocent, law abiding citizens is unjustifiable. 

If any of the above three reasons can be justified by citizens in a society that 
wishes to own weaponry, then they must be allowed to do so. The principle of 
the Second Amendment must not be infringed upon because criminals are using 
illegally procured weaponry. 

However, it is in the interest of society to crack down on the sale of guns 
illegally to criminals, and ex-convicts. Most violent crimes are committed with 
stolen or otherwise illegal weapons, and such measures as the Brady Bill are 
a beginning of a deterrent to this practice. (Anyone who can't wait for five days 
to legally own a gun shouldn't own a weapon). It isjustifiable for society to deter 
criminals from owning weapons. However, it is unjustifiable to deny the law
abiding populace protectionary measures in the interest of deterring crimes, 
especially when these laws have been proven not to work. While there are many 
accidental gun deaths resulting from improper gun use, the positives that 
would be gained from allowing citizens to protect themselves with weapons 
would far outweigh the negatives. l\R -Benjamin Kepple 

o FROM SUITE ONE 

Is Terrorism Bill Effective? 

T HE SUMMER OF 1996 SAW SEVERAL NATIONAL DISASTERS, 
including the Centennial Park pipe-bombing and the explosion of 
Trans-World Airlines flight 800. In the wake of these tragedies, 

concerns have been voiced about America's vulnerbility to terrorism - be it 
international or domestic. Where America has traditionally been spared the 
gaze of terrorism's eye, the events this summer perhaps indicate a frightening 
new trend. "Prevention" is the buzzword in Washington, and President Clinton 
hopes to alleviate public fears through anti-terrorist legislation. In September, 
Clinton asked tongress to provide one-billion dollars to fund new anti-terrorist 
measures. The initiative was recommended to Clinton by a White House 
commission on aviation safety, so most of the security procedures deal with 
airline security. Among the measures in the recently-passed Anti-Terrorism 
Act are: 

• Increased interviews with passengers before boarding. 

• Pre-flight inspection of cabins and cargo holds of planes arriving at or 
departing from the United States. 

• More intense hand searches and other screening of check-in and carry
on luggage and cargo. 

• Appoint'ment of a commission to review the progress made in the U.S. 
eifort to install sophisticated bomb-detectors at major airports . 

While these new safety precautions are worthy in intent, they will incur 
significant costs in terms of passenger convenience, airfare, and efficiency. As 
for the preventative worth of Clinton's Anti-Terrorism Act, it is doubtful that 
potential saboteurs will once. ant:lf~r all turn tail. We wonder if Clinton's 
program is nothing more than a expensive, hasty, and inefficient election-time 
strategy to placate a restless nation. 

After the Flight 800 tragedy, some think it jaded to question the validity of 
Clinton's measures. So let's evaluate the implications of the Anti-Terrorism 
Act. The proposal to introduce one-million dollar bomb-detecting devices in at 
least 40 airports is certainly ambitious and well-intentioned. However, the 
reality is thatthese machines are nearly obsolete once installed. That is to say 
that terrorist organizations also play "keeping up with the Joneses," and will 
be forever developing materials and means which will challenge the latest in 
detection technology. Besides introducing these machines, airlines will also 
now have to initiate the practice of extensive luggage and cargo searches. 
Airlines will also urge passengers to arrive for check-in at least 30 minutes 
earlier than was customary, and a ban on curb-side check-in of baggage will be 
invoked. These trying procedures will cost airlines and passengers a lot oftime 
and money. No doubt the added costs will prevent a certain percentage of 
potential passengers from flying. While flying has never been cheap, it is 
questionable whether this airfare hike is worth the associated sense of safety. 
Government regulation of airline security features a number of negative 
externalities. While the public may embrace these measures for the moment, 
we speculate · that this sense of relief will inevitably yield to increasing 
dissatisfaction with such procedures. Left to its own devices, the airline 
industry is capable of arriving at prices and safety standards reflecting the 
public's relative confidence. 

Furthermore, we ought to remeber that terrorism thrives on collective fear, 
and Clinton's measures call attention to the public paranoia. Traditionally, the 
United States' reaction to terrorist acts has been one of vigilance. The capture 
ofthe World Trade Center terrorist demonstrates America's capacity to deliver. 
While prevention is of course a sound and necesary policy, it's critical that the 
United States re-establish itself as a nation of swift and unblinking justice. The 
focus of Clinton's Anti-Terrorist Act should be the apprehension and conviction 
of terrorists as the most effective means of deterrence. A solid reputation of 
vigilence is the best prevention. 

It will be interesting to see how Clinton's airline security measures will pan 
out in the years to come. It is not unlikely that, in the not-too-distant future, 
the burden ofincreased airfare, the time cost, and inconvenience involved in air 
travel will become a salient issue in America. With the Flight 800 tragedy still 
painfully fresh in the nation's memory, it easy for Clinton to justify the Anti
Terrorism Act. However, when the relative dust of hysteria settles in years to 
come, then we can fully assess the efficacy of Clinton's measures. l\R 
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o CAMPUS AFFAIRS 

MSA Fund~g Increase Unfair 
BY MOHAN KRISHNAN 

P EOPLE ARE APPLAUDING 
MSA for settling the issue of a 
student fee increase by letting 

the students vote on the change. They 
should not' be. MSA's current pro
posal is highly unacceptable. 

The fee increase, from the present 
$1.19 a year to $4.19 a year, will 
increase the budget of MSA by ap
proximately $120,000, more than the 
entire $90,000 they will return to stu
dent groups this year. Unfortunately, 
the proposal allocates most of the 
money directly to just two student 
groups: Project Serve, which will get 
$70,000 and the Black Volunteer Net
work (BVN) which will get $25,000. 

There is nothing wrong with these 
two groups getting $95,000 in stu
dent fees, at the base. However, the 
fact that the proposal made by MSA 
mandates the money (on an essen
tially permanent basis) to these two 
groups, rather than placing the money 
directly into the normal student group 
allocation system, seriously limits stu
dents' choices and should lead them 
to vote against this proposal. 

In the past, the system through 
which MSA distributes money has 
come under fire numerous times. Last 
year's fiasco with mismanagement of 
time and money which unfairly kept 
some student groups from receiving 
adequate funding rais~ serious con
cerns about MSA's ability to handle 
this process. The firest*rm of several 
years back with MSA's Clash with the 
politicized, ineft'ectualAnnArborTen
ants' Union, and the subsequent rein
statement of large portions of their 
funding, displayed questionable be
liefs by MSA members as to what 
student money should be used for. 

However, by placing funds that 
will return to student groups into an 
allocations system such as the one 
headed by MSA's Budget Priorities 
Committee (BPC), students can have 
some assurance that st~dent groups 
will receive relatively just and fair 
treatment when reque~ting funding. 
By proposing an increase to MSA's 
student fees which sp~cifically allo
cates an amount of m,oney to two 
student groups that approaches the 
entire amount allocated to all others, 
MSA is stepping out of line. How can 

MSA Commission Violates 
Ethics, Regulations: 

BY GEOFF BROWN 

U NDER THE REGULA
tions outlined in section 
501 of the United States 

Internal Revenue Code, the Michi
gan Student Assembly (MSA), and 
all of its component committees and 

campaign sign on their table at 
Festifall on SeptembeJt20, 1996, in 
clear violation of the tOrms of their 
non-profit status. 

Aside from the violation of the 
Internal Revenue Code, the act of 
using their Festifall table to cam
paign for any political candidate is a 

~lear ex-
~mple of 

commissions are 
tax-exempt. As 
such, they enjoy 
a special status, 
and are free from 
paying any sort of 
income taxes. 
However, there 
are restrictions 
on this status. 
Groups recog
nized as non
profit organiza
tions, like MSA, 
that are thus Meianie Nelson presides over !he Commission's indscretlon 

MSA's over
all lack of eth
ics. Anyorga
nization that 
«;lerives its 
funding from 
student fees 
should not 
turn around 
and use those 
fees and its 
resources for 
political cam-

granted tax ex-
emption, are prohibited from activi
ties such as campaigning for politi
cal parties. However, this did not 
keep MSA's Women's Issues Com
mission from prominently display
ing a "Students: Vote Clinton/Gore" 

paigning. 
This is not to say that members of 
such groups cannot campaign for 
political candidates at all - they 
just cannot and should not use their 
non-profit organizations as the ve
hicle for such campaigning. 

treatment of different groups be called enough to maintain the level of activ-
fair, when one group is guaranteed ity that students want from them. 
over $70,000 a year, and the other A system must be maintained 
must attend hearings and "beg" for which allocates money to groups on a 
just $1000 a year? Regardless of what year-by-year basis. Furthermore, 
tremendous accomplishments and this system should have as much flex-
what level of participation Project ibility as possible to ensure that stu-
Serve and BVN have attained, they dent groups are not unfairly denied 
do not deserve this kind of preferen- money from the start. This is exactly 
tial treatment. ' ., ' what happens when, before student 

Some students complain that groUps' allocation requests are even 
there should not be a student fee. I considered, $95,000 is given to just 
used to be one of them, but I have seen two groups. 
the light. Campus societies and orga- MSA should scrap this proposal, 
nizations, particularly those with an and replace it with one that would 
academic bent, perform a crucial and raise the student fee, but require that 
oft unappreciated role. Without them all of this new money go directly into 
this campus would seem bland and the BPC's allocation procedure for 
uninviting to students. Honors Soci- giving student groups funding. Ifthis 
eties mobilize their initiates to do year's BPC gives most of its money to 
valuable service while learning about Project Serve and BVN, that is their 
themselves and creating a base of privilege,althoughtheywiUbejudged 
friends within their field. Other aca- harshly for doing so. If this is unsatis-
demic societies bririg in speakers that factory to students, there will as sur-
ignite students with a passion for edly be a BPC next year which will 
their field. Yet others help students dole out its money more fairly. This is 
find jobs. They could do none of this the system we've had for a long time, 
without student funding - many of and this is a good system. This pro-
the best already take fees from their posal, on the other hand, is a step in 
members, and this is simply not ", .. the wrong direction. Mt 
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o STUDENT SURVEY 

Michigan Stbldents Ready To Vote 
BY READ JOHNSON percent of those questioned were reg

istered voters and eighty two percent 

T HE FIRST PRESIDENTIAL had intentions of exercising their voice 
election in which I voted was come November. These results are 
in 1988, Bush vs . Dukakis. extremely impressive when consider-

My fifth grade class had decided to ingtbat in the 1992 Presidential Elec-
hold their own presidential election, tion the average voter participation of 
and although the political opinions of young citizens (ages 18 U> 24) was a 
a ten year old are~ shall we say, lim- mere twenty percent. Much of thi~ 
ited, we .didnot hesitate in voicin~our progress on behalf ofpoliticalinvolve~ 
true beliefs. Whe:fl it concerned:~ om. ment at the University can l)eattrib-
countrY. our fu.tUre. the issues.,·ahd ···utedtoth~StucJen.m.g8nizatiOnVoice· · 
our children's child:ren, there WliS only YOl,(r Vote~which has eommited. itself 
one candidate for the job . . The fulal to increasing voter particlpation. 
tally: Btish4,Dukakis3, and PeeWee Weieome Week marked the begjn- ' 
Herman 17. ning of their crusade U> register as 

I recount this story because not many peopl~ possible. As oflast Fri-
only is it symptomatic of the politicai day, when the fin'a} tally was made, 
ignorance currently facing many Voice Your Vote had 'successfully com-
younger American voters, but in con- pleted the registration of over 6,400 
trast U> a recent survey done by The people, ninety percent of whieh had 
Michigan Review, it makes the Uni- been registered on: campus. This is a 
versity of Michigan student body ap- truly commendable accomplishment 
pear remarkably informed. in the pursuit of political activism. . 

Three hundred University of So,' how do Michigan students 
Michigan students were surveyed stand in their political beliefs? When 
about the upcoming 1996 presiden- asked what political party they con-
tial election, whether they planned to sider themselves to belong to, forty 
vote in the election, and their opin- percent of students responded Demo-
ions of the candidates. Eighty five crat, thirty-nine percent Indepen-

;~ :- . ~. ' 
' .. -; ;: -~>; .. " 

dent, and twenty-one percent Repub
lican. With such a large Democratic 
voice represented, it might not be 
surprising that forty-six percent of 
the surveyed students approved of 
the way President Clinton handled 
his first terqi in office, while only 
twenty..:..seven percent disapproved. 
And, yes, the Michigan student presi
dential vote favored Clinton over Dole 
by a thHty-S~ pe~ElAt margiI,l, with 
Clinton:. receiVfug the . votes ' of over 
half of the surveyed students while 
DOle managecf oJdy to receive a disap
pointiDg seventeen percent. orthe 
remaining votes, tWent)r.;...eight pef
cent were undecided and an optimis
tic one percent was for Perot. . 

Now although University of 
Michigan students may be gaining 
distance on the path of political par
ticipation, we"still have a ways to go. 
Aremaining «hghteen percent of those 
students surJhed had no intentions 
of voting at a11in the election. Young 
adults cannot expect their interests 
to be address~d if they fail to vote. 
Ryan Friedri~hs of Voice Your Vote 
points out tHat on average sevenb' 

; ..-'~ 
percent of elderly people vote~ 8S com-

pared to the previously mentioned 
twenty percent average of young 
people. When this generation dis
crepancy in voter participation iSBo 
large, young adults should neither be 
surprised nor dissatisfied that today's 
main political issues concern Social . 
Security and Medicare. . The young 
voice of America must first be cast at 
the polls before it can be heard. 

We can e~t that;~this':coming 
Eleetion.Day a}.arg~ ma~tY:~fMic~ ., 

. gan students \\Till dOth~* politic~ .:',,,, 
duty and vote. Those wh()d'tmot plan ;' . 
on voting could possibiy'learn some-'·;:. 
thing from the political activism g~/::i 
ing on ar~und them. Hailto the Michh'''~ 
gan voters and their voice! For Wei 

must participate, not vegetate. The . 
immune and carefree days of elemen~ . 
tary school have been long gone, and . 
it is now time to take on the mature 
responsibility of becoming Politically 
involved. l\R . 

VOTE! 

)! :,;Survey.' ReSu.lts,'i¥t.,.l\ .. :Olance™ 
1. k~ you currently a regist~red voter?; ' ;',,<:~.~.Doyo~ . app:rove,. disapprove or have no 

ii, , " ", • "' c ' . ' ,:~r~,;(]j';v,g q~iilE)~',9f~b,~ 'way ~identClinton has 
':i':::YES .~ 85% I( "'. '~.~" . . ~. ' ~ U'i . '. .;'/~ liandled~ hls' firstte.rm III office? 
;:;;' ~ N' 0 .. ~' .... ~ :. ~. '~'. ~. ,r.' .;! " .. ,; .. ,']: E"'''' . . ." 

:. ! ,.i, .. ". : 15% ,':. ~ ,.... . . '. :. ...L,:· .. i :;'· .. ,'. ,· , " 

:;:":' :' ... ~ ',' ~, ~ ~':~. ~~;'.:.~ .. -', ,: . -.: .. ;"": , L: ":~\".'\ ;;:!,~r:R9~ .. 
: ' ::2~ .. po you plan to vote in the 1996 Presi2!'i~;:i:: D~SAPPR'OVE 
'" :.;., .. " .. ,:... . ... • ..:: .... ' . ,:;,.:.c. ·:··:<;';·'·}:·)·::./:·",······ ·::N·· "0" :""'O"'P'" ·· ··I·NI· O' . . :dentlal Election ? "'> ... ,; ~':: .. ' .. '.; ..• !"~,> ;..:';(, .. ' .. .: . N 
., ' . <,: : ,,;;<.,,;;;: ' ;' ":"""" ' .:'j,, ' ',' . .. ..... . .. ' , .. . 

/"" 

' YES ;' . . .. 
::;.::,.,:.' 

, : : '~: ' .. .. 

46% 
27% 
27% 

" '. " . :.1.:.\.;" 

NO 
,': . -;:,' . , "<', ,:,,: 

, 3'.': J)Q :;,you <cQnsid~~yo\lr§eif,:~;t>eIn()crat, . 

5~ 'Who do YOll plan to vote for in the up
commg1996 election ? (If undecided, 
plea~estate undecided) . 

.. ' "R' '<;:" b" 1· . '.' .,' <,:,;: . ., ""<':':1' " "':a:' . <, • .,;. "'d' ::; :. t? ', ..... '.:; .<;,::;,:: .. ,,; ; .. ' .... . ........ epu lcan, ;or n e,pen e,p. . :o . ·'.<}';;,.'c,; .. .. '. 

~,.~~:gj~~'1;~:r;~ ~;~~tj!{'s~:1~~; 
INDEPENDENT ; " 39% "". . '.'::' 

. , .. :: ;~ ' .. 

. ·i.;~" 

CLINTON 
DOLE ·· 
PERQT .. 

" 01:aJER 
UN,DECIDED 

53% 
'17% 

1% 
1% 

28% 

,·_",·.v _'''~., •. " __ ~ .. , .. -::,...,;-;;;-;== . ..,.,,.,..,;::= . .:.:.;~,:;~''';;;<:7_~. ______ ~~_''' .. ,,~~ .. ~ .. -~;.;.;..---_ ......... _;;;;; ........ iiiio ___ ... iiiiiiiiii ____ iiiii ___ _ ;..-_;;; 
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o PRO/CON FORUM 

Welfare Reform§ Promote Efficiency 
BY MATT BUCKLEY lows similar increases of efficiency. and there is enough money to raise where the slightest hint of racism 

It is important to note that there everyone over the poverty line, with leads to hordes of media types con-

I T'S BEEN ABOUT THREE is little statistical analysis from the stamps and envelopes being the only verging into any sort of remote area, 
months since the welfare re- bill since the bill is only a few months major costs. If any entrepreneur ever it is doubtful that any state would 
form bill passed the Congress. old. This lack of data certainly hasn't ran a similar business, the business trample the rights oflegal immigrants 

At this point, federal funds to the poor stopped liberal media sources from world would properly call him waste- to the extent that some believe. 
should have shrunk to nothing and claiming this bill is already wreaking ful. Why is the federal government Ifnone of this convinces, then one 
the poor would have taken on the irreparable damage on the poor. The any different? need only look at the federal 
appearance and behavior of crack New York Times recently claimed the Of course, some states will con- government's track record in welfare 
junkies as they committed vast num- welfare bill was slamming the door on tinue to hold onto liberal beliefs and matters. The federal government tried 
bers of violent crimes in an attempt to millions of children, and this was tame let welfare entitlements grow. One to encourage education of the lower 
survive under the draconian Republi- stuff to accusations that The Nation reason many of the New York Times' classes. They failed. The government 
can law. By God, this was the end of a has been flinging. It's quite clear that editorials concerning the welfare plan tried to encourage higher rates of 
vast federal responsibility, and we beneath their concern for the poor is a are negative is that New York's fiscal employment. They failed. They tried 
were going to see the dangerous con- secret hope that this plan will fall on ineptitude could well spell disaster to accomplish all sorts of lofty goals, 
sequences of letting others try and its face, forcing welfare back into gov- for their welfare policies. Yet the wel- and on every count they have failed. 
take responsibility. ernment control. What else could ex- fare bill was not passed to ensure It would be ridiculous for some-

The collective response from many plain their reluctance to accept the equal and perfect welfare systems in one to take fire prevention advice se-
states has been a yawn. There is a loss and move on? all the states. In President Clinton's riously from someone whose house 
growing acknowledgment that the lib- It's important to note where we own words, the bill will allow the was burning down in the background. 
eral warnings of huge cuts in spend- are coming from. A couple of years states to be "laboratories for change." Yet this the sort of role the federal 
ing equaling huge cuts in services are ago, The National Revw,w divided the Some states will fail, and those that government wants in welfare. The 
not necessarily true. Getting rid of number of welfare recipients by the succeed will show paths that work. question in the welfare debate should 
the welfare bureaucracy in Washing- total amount of money spent on wel- The one area where the program not be whether the states can do bet-
ton certainly will increase the effi- fare. The result? A family offour could has flaws is in the area of civilliber- ter than the federal government. The 
ciency ofthe system, allowing savings have been raised over the federal pov- ties. Denying federal benefits to legal devastating answer to that question 
while preserving many existing ser- erty line by ending the service pro- immigrants could be an infringement is that in comparison with the federal 
vices. Also, letting states pursue their grams and sending people checks from on the rights of those the country has government's wasteful and inefficient 
own welfare plans without having to the saved money. Fire the bureau- already allowed into our nation. This methods, nobody could have done 
copy standard models of benefits al- crats and the wasteful social forays mustbecloselywatched,butinaland.~,'"'worse.l\R 

New Reforms Unfairly Hurt Poor 
BY JADE R.A.H.MA.m 

ON WEDNESDAY, JULY 31, 
President Clinton signed into 
law the Welfare Reform Bill, 

which effectively put an end to the 
"Liberal Welfare State." On October 
1, states began its implementation, 
apparently unburdened by many of 
the legislation's constraints (as re
ported by The New York Times). So 
far so good, huh? 

Well, not quite ... 
The new law abruptly concludes 

60 years of Federally guaranteed cash 
assistance to America's poor, by slash
ing programs for low-income families 
with children, and for elderly and 
disabled people by $55 billion. Among 
its most stringent alterations is the 
conversion of AFDC programs, the 
primary income support for impover
ished families with children, to a block 
grant system. The block grant sys
tem, dubbed the Temporary Assis
tance to Needy Families (T ANF) block 
grant, gives states fixed levels offunds 
and resources, based on 1994 expen
ditures, while failing to account for 
any possibly needed future changes. 
The elimination of the AFDC pro
grams actually removes power from 
the states; in the case of a recession, 

increased assistance becomes impos
sible. The block grant system does not 
allow for state-initiated responses to 
such emergencies, yet its proponents 
call it an empowering of the states. 
More importantly, hwoever, strug
gling families are robbed of the assis
tance on which they rely to support 
themselves and their children. The 
real losers, then, are this country's 
young, this country's future. 

The Urban Institute predicts that 
the bill will thrust 2.6 million people 
into poverty. Of the 2.6 million, 1.1 
million will be children. Unfortu
nately, this proliferation will only 
augment the size of the "poverty gap", 
the amount of money that is needed to 
raise poor families to the official pov
erty level of subsistence. With the 
edict's five year limit on funding to 
recipients, improvement of the situa
tion is hopeless. Thus, the block grant 
proposal actually makes it more diffi
cult to escape the reins of destitution. 

The bill also allows states to with
draw substantial amounts of money 
and resources from basic income sup
port and work programs. Through 
various incentives to lower welfare 
enrollment, states can use block grant 
funds for unrelated purposes. Where 
there is a diminuation of the number 

offamilies receiving aid, work require
ments are lowered. States are thereby 
encouraged to limit the amount of 
received aid for their communities. 
For example, if a state reduces its 
enrollment, its work requirement will 
go down proportionately. States also 
can achieve credit toward the man
dated work requirement by putting 
people to work. But when their efforts 
fall short, they can always deny people 
assistance. Ask yourselfwhat is more 
difficult, putting thousands of un
skilled people to work, or cutting your 
caseload or enrollment? The moral 
implications ofthis "loophole" are stag
gering, as they promote the self-inter
ests of each state. Because the poor 
are under-represented in govern
ment, it is improbable that their in
terests will be looked out for. Again, 
the losers are America's children. 

Another group harshly attacked 
by the welfare reform legislation are 
legal immigrants. Generally all forms 
of coverage now have been denied to 
immigrants who enter this country 
legally. In fact, 40% of the net savings 
achieved by the law have been appro
priated by eliminating benefits to le
gal immigrants. The government has 
thus chosen to penalize another sub
stratum of its population, one which 

in fact, strengthens the economy, 
through the creation of businesses, 
for example, and one that has helped 
to make this country great. Hard work
ing, legal residents of this country, 
who happen not to be citizens, will be 
painfully hurt by the effects of this 
bill. Their children will be denied aid 
and suffer. 
Qualification for welfare programs 
and federal assistance in recent years 
was made more difficult by far-reach
ing budget cuts. With the enactment 
of the block grant system, it has been 
made even harder. Criterion are ex
tremely severe, and with the virtual 
elimination offood stamps, desperate 
families can look foward to a greater 
starvation. Many individuals who 
once qualified for food stamp aid will 
now be denied. What will they do? 
Most of the poor of this country are 
unskilled and lack the educational 
means to attain a basic level of train
ing. There happens to also be an utter 
paucity of community organizations 
dedicated to be providing such a func
tion. It is evident, then, that this law 
will only worsen the plight of people 
living in penury. Our poor will be
come poorer, our urban areas more 
decayed, and our children ... what will 
become of our children? Ml 
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Excluding PeI'gt Only Viable Option 
BY MIRANDA WEST 

T HE DECISION TO BAR H. 
Ross Perot from the presiden
tial debates has created an 

uproar from those opposed to a com
mission that appears to favor the two 
party system. The Commission on 
Presidential Debates, which made the 
decision on September 17th to ex
clude Perot, was set up in the late 
1980s to act as a nonpartisan com
mission which would exist solely to 
sponsor the presidential debates. The 
commission's ten member board is 
made up of an equal number of Demo
crats and Republicans who make the 
final decision on who is permitted to 
participate in the commission spon
sored debates. Despite the criticism 
the decision has received, the com
mission was correct in keeping Perot 
out of the debates. 

The commission closely studied 
the situation and made a fair decision 
to allow only the major party candi
dates to participate. This decision did 
not come as a result of a biased com
mission as many think. In order to 
determine whether Perot would be 

allowed to debate, the commISSIOn 
cond ucted a survey on Perot's chances 
of winning. The criteria for partici
pating in presidential debates, estab
lished by the commission prior to this 
event, includes being on the ballot, 
having organizations in all fifty states, 
and being a viable candidate. Since 
Perot has fulfilled the first two requi
sites, the question of his electability 
was examined by the commission. 
From the survey that the commission 
conducted it was determined that 
Perot has no realistic chance of win
ning. The decision did not result from 
a desire to keep presidential debates 
limited to two parties; nor was it a 
decision to keep third party candi
dates out of the debates permanently. 
Rather, it was a means of keeping the 
debates meaningful and structured. 

Because Perot was allowed to 
participate in the 1992 debates, many 
are wondering why he was kept out 
this year; some are even speculating 
that it is due to the Democratic and 
Republican Party's fear of Perot cut
ting in to major party votes. This, 
though, is not the case. In 1992 the 
commission determined that Perot's 

chances were "unlikely" but not unre
alistic. In the 1992 election Perot 
indeed received 19 percent of the popu
lar vote and finished second in one 
state, Maine, behind Bill Clinton. This 
time around Perot is considerably less 
popular. His support is presently only 
one third of what it was in 1992. Ifhe 
failed to obtain any electoral votes in 
the 1992 election when his popularity 
was at its peak, then there is no chance 
of him making a large contribution to 
the campaign or subsequently, the 
debates of the 1996 election. The cir
cumstances of this election as opposed 
to the 1992 election differ so greatly 
that it justifies the commission's deci
sion. 

This decision has set a valuable 
precedent in determining who will be 
allowed to participate in future de
bates. With over 200 candidates on 
the ballot, it is necessary for the com
mission to draw up a set of strict 
guidelines. Viability of a candidate is 
a prime way to sort out the potentials 
from the mere hopefuls. Noone is 
suggesting that all 200 candidates be 
allowed to debate. Such a system 
would be ineffective and counte~ 

ductive. A candidate's chances of win
ning are the best way to measure the 
candidates eligibility in the presiden
tial debates. Why should the rules be 
any different for Perot? 

Perot's participation in the de
bates would be a serious distraction 
to a discussion of important topics. 
Many Americans usethe presidential 
debates to separate the politician from 
the issues. The presence of an invalid 
candidate at the debates would be a 
waste of time as well as a diversion 
from the real issues at hand. A debate 
between Dole and Clinton is the best 
way to determine where each candi
date stands on the issues. The dis
ruption that an invalid candidate 
would make could cause irreparable 
harm to both the significance and 
necessity of the debates. 

The commission was right in its 
decision to keep the debate limited to 
Bob Dole and Bill Clinton. The situ
ation was evaluated in a fair and 
responsible manner. Perot now needs 
to accept the fact that although money 
can buy infomercials and campaign 
gimmicks, there are some things that 
it just can't touch. m 

Third Parties Do Have Influence 
BY CURTIS ZIMMERMAN 

T HE RECENT RULING BY 
the Presidential Debate Com
mission denying Ross Perot a 

chance to participate in the debates is 
a serious threat to our system of de
mocracy. With this ruling, the Com
mission implied to the American pub
lic that our government is a two
party system. While that is the direc
tion that our political structure has 
been going in since its inception, no
where in our Constitution does it state 
that our government should consist of 
only two parties. When one looks at 
the elections over the last 50 years it 
is very obvious that the third party 
candidates have had a considerable 
effect on the outcome. By deciding not 
to include Perot in the debates the 
Commission is making an attempt to 
alter the course ofthe history. 

The Presidential Debate Commis
sion consists of only Republicans and 
Democrats; which is a serious conflict 
of interest as there are many other 
candidates that are not in these two 
parties. Perot Campaign director 
Russell Verney said, "Just because 
the fraudulent Commission on Presi
dential Debates is a private entity 
does not hide the fact that it's in-

volved directly in an important gov
ernment enterprise: the election." 

The reasons given by the Com
mission for Perot's exclusions are even 
more subject to scrutiny than its setup. 
In a recent press conference the Demo
cratic Co-Chairman Paul Kirk stated, 
"Participation is not extended to can
didates because they might prove in
teresting or entertaining. The pur
pose of the Commission is to bring 
before the American people, in an 
unvarnished debate format, those 
candidates from whom the American 
people actually will choose the next 
President and Vice President of the 
United States. By doing this the Com
mission admitted that they are the 
ones who decide who the American 
public is to vote for." 

Another major discrepancy in the 
Commission's ruling is the fact that 
four years ago when Ross Perot ran as 
an independent candidate he partici
pated in the debates. During the press 
conference Republican Co-Chairman 
Frank Fahrenkopfwas quoted as say
ing, "In 1992 the same commission 
applied the same criteria to the inde
pendent candidacy of Mr. Perot and 
other third party candidates. At that 
time it was decided by the committee 
and the commission, that Mr. Perot's 

chances of winning the election, 
though unlikel~ was not unrealistic." 
The Commission's criterion that was 
the deciding factor in eliminating 
Perot was a poll. 74 percent of those 
polled stated that they would not vote 
for Perot. The irony is that according 
to the same survey Bob Dole wouldn't 
have a chance of winning the election 
either. 

While it may be true that Perot 
does not have a chance of winning this 
election, he does have an opportunity 
to change the outcome, as was the 
case in 1992. In the 1992 election Bill 
Clinton captured 43 percent of the 
popular vote while George Bush only 
received 37.4 percent. In this election 
it appeared that Ross Perot chang~d 
the outcome because he captured 19 
percent ofthis vote. It is probable that 
if Perot had not run, the returns would 
have been significantly different. 

Third party candidates have had 
a significant impact on the outcome of 
the 1960, and 1968 Presidential elec
tions. In both cases they weren't in
vited to participate in the debates. In 
the 1960 election, John F. Kennedy 
only narrowly defeated Richard 
Nixon. However in this election, Harry 
F. Byrd won the states of Alabama 
and Mississippi, and captured 4 per-
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cent of the popular vote. His victories 
in the southern states helped give the 
election to Kennedy. There was an
other case of this in 1968 when Rich
ard Nixon defeated narrowly defeated 
Hubert Humphrey. The third party 
candidate George Wallace swept many 
of the southern states and captured 
12.9 percent ofthe popular vote. Once 
again, without the third party in this 
election the outcome could have been 
different. 

The fact that the Commission is 
not allowing Perot or any other candi
dates to participate in the debates is 
detrimental to our political system. 
Although two party system is the 
dominating force in American poli
tics, the third parties of this nation 
have had a considerable effect on the 
outcome of the elections, and the 
course of history. If this exclusion of 
third party candidates continues it 
will lead only lead to a system of 
tyrannical rule by the Republicans 
and Democrats. m 
Your business, student group, or 
political campaign, could run an ad 
in this ... or a larger space. Inter
ested in advertising? Call Pat 
Eskew at (313) 662-1909. 
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D.O.M.A. Tramples Liberties 
BY EVAN KNOTI 

ON SEPT. 10, 1996, LA WMAK
ers from around the nation 
passed the Defense of Mar

riage Act (DOMA) by a vote of 85-14 
in the U.S. Senate and a 5 to 1 margin 
in the House of Representatives last 
July. The bill was met with President 
Clinton's signature, officially allow
ing states the right to refuse to recog
nize same-sex marriages performed 
in other states as well as implement a 
federal definition of "marriage" and 
"spouse" for the first time in U.S. 
history. The passing ofDOMA exhib
its one ofthe most unprecedented and 
dismaying examples of pernicious 
government intrusion into the civil 
rights of America's homosexual com
munity. 

The DOMA's origins lie in House 
Resolution 3396 with Senator Don 
Ni ckles (R-Okla.) and sole co
sponsorer Senator Bob Dole's (R
Kans .) Senate version of the bill . The 
final version ofthe bill signed into law 
defines marriage as "a legal union 
between one man and one woman as 
husband and wife," while a spouse is 

defined as "a person of the opposite 
sex who is a husband or a wife." The 
terms of the resolution permit the 
government to deny homosexual 
couples the rights of heterosexual 
couples. In addition, the federal gov
ernment will refuse to recognize 
same-sex marriages even if indi
vidual states choose to defend the 
liberties of homosexual Americans. 

The constitutionality of the 
DOMA is a matter that legal experts 
have been strongly refuting, and for 
good reason. The United States Con
stitution includes a provision entitled 
"The Full Faith and Credit Clause." 
Under this clause, states are required 
to recognize the "acts, records and 
proceedings" of all other states. This 
crucial component of the Constitu
tion is what permits states to recog
nize heterosexual marriage and adop
tion performed in other states. 
Clearly, the absurdly and ambigu
ously defined DO MA undermines and 
obscures the jurisdiction of The Full 
Faith and Credit Clause. During the 
civil rights movement thirty years 
ago, the U.S. Supreme Court found 
similar state marriage laws refusing 

~ 
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to recognize interrac.ial marriage un
constitutional. The circumstances sur
rounding the DOMA present similar
violations ofthe constitution, and con
tain a valid foundation for which 
strong legal opposition should be 
taken on this law. Furthermore, sup
porters of the law seem to forget a 
crucial underlying element ofthe ad
ministration of the DOMA. The provi
sions and definitions included in the 
DOMA are little more than a mean
spirited and oppressive amicus brief, 
a legal opinion superseding a law. 
The passing of the DOMA exhibits an 
instance of Congress passing an 
amicus brief illegitimately, since the 
lawmaking body has no real jurisdic
tion when it comes to applying consti
tutionallaw. 

Perhaps the most dismaying as
pect about ofthe passing ofthe DOMA 
lies in the nature from which it was 
created. This scheme to legislate mo
rality and impose narrow Christian
held views into law sticks a disap
pointing and hypocritical jab in Bob 
Dole's lagging presidential campaign. 
The Republican candidate's campaign 
focuses on reducing government regu-

• Enjoy our wide variety of 

lation and giving power back to the 
states as written in his beloved lOth 
Amendment. However, Mr. Dole's 
unmitigated support for the bill will 
surely create a monstrous federal gov
ernment intrusion into the rights of 
states. The saddest part ofthe DOMA 
lies in its failure to divide the country. 
This is best demonstrated by Presi
dent Clinton's quick signing of the 
original version ofthe bill,so as to not 
risk driving a potentially dangerous 
political wedge between himself and 
his opponent. It is truly a sad point in 
American history when the rights of 
hundreds of thousands of Americans 
are trampled by election year politics. 
The Defense of Marriage Act must be 
repealed; it denies basic civil liberties 
to Americans while creating the 
means from which pernicious factions 
of the government can inflict their 
unconstitutional ends. :Ml. 

Think the Defense of Marriage 
Act sucks too? Join The Michigan 
Review. You can write about this 
and other issues of national or cam~ 
pus significance. Check the back 

,-'1"page for more info. 
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THE PEOPLE'S REVIEW 
Volume 1, Number 1 

Traitors to 
M-State 
Pursued 

BY COMRADE GENNADY BROWNOV 

T
HE REBEL PIGS OF THE 
fascist propaganda rag the 
Michigan Review have been 

chased away from the campus of the 
University of Michigan by the valiant 
forces of the M-Cops. Enemy of the 
M-State and former Michigan Re
view Editor-in-ChlefGeoffBrown led 
a small armed band of capitalist trai
tors into rebellion against the Pre
mier ofthe M-State Homer Neal and 
his patriotic M-State Politburo. Vice 
Premier for Student Affairs Maureen 
Hartford responded by expelling 2,000 
random students under the M-Code 
for "no particular reason at all," in an 
attempt to root out traitors to th~ 
glorious People's M-State. 

Unfortunately, before Comrade 
Hartford's glorious M-Cop brigades 
could capture Brown and his band of 
thugs for summary execution under 
the glorious and righteous M-Code, 
they escaped the M-State, possibly 
fleeing to their branch office in Nica
ragua, which, while technically un
der the jurisdiction of the M-State 
via the patriotic M-Code, is out of 
reach to the crack M-Cop brigades. 
Rumors that Brown's band of terror
ists have holed themselves up in their 
former office in the Michigan League 
are completely false. Citizens of the 
M-State are warned to avoid the 
Michigan League for their own safety. 

Brown and his minions must be 
brought before the M-Code for jus
tice. Citizens with information as to 
their whereabouts must contact the 
nearest M-Cop garrison. Rewards will 
be given to those loyal citizens who 
provide information that allows the 
Grand M-State to capture Brown and 
his evil cohorts. m. 

The Michigan Review's "Hail to Communism" Parody Feature (ll3tfNijli..w 

M-State to Build Code Gulag 
BY COMRADE IVAN KEPLOV 

C ITING A NEED FOR NEW 
space to house enemies ofthe 
M-State, Vice Premier for 

Student Affairs Maureen Hartford, 
in conjunction with Vice Premier for 
Continuous Construction Alex Petrov, 
declared that the Student Publica
tions Building (SPB) would be razed 
in the first phase of a glorious Three 
Year Plan to construct even more 
buildings. Inside sources have told 
the People's Review that the new 
buildings are designed to ensure stu
dent compliance with all directives of 
the Code of Conduct and the M-State. 
Phase One would convert the 
Dennison Building to the New Code 
Prison, while a new Physics building 
would be placed where the SPB cur
rently stands. Phase Two of our Fear
less Comrade Hartford's Three Year 
Plan involves razing and renovating 

League building to serve as a process
ing and lockdown area for defendants 
that are undergoing the Code pro
cess. 

As all students are required to 
know, the SPB is home to many stu
dent publications of questionable 
merit, housing mainly the overly opu
lent and irritatingly Western-style 
offices of The Michigan Daily, the M
State's student bastion of politi~any 
orthodox thought. The SPB also 
houses the Gargoyle, the self-de
scribed and so-called "campus humor 
magazine" and The Michiganensian, 
a shadowy organization that report
edly produces collegiate yearbooks to 
serve the grand bourgeoisie students 
on campus. The People's Review now 
occupying the offices of the banned 
Michigan Review, will not be affected 
by the planned renovations in the 
Michigan League. Rumors that the 
Michigan Review is still in operation 
are entirely untrue. Students are not 
to read the latest issue placed in vari
ous stands. Report rumormongers to 

the M-State immediately! 
Phase One of Comrade Hartford's 

Three Year Plan will be kicked off 
with a festive multicultural celebra
tion on the Diag in honor of the op
pressed proletariat, with specially 
desginated Women's Studies and 
Amerikan Culture graduate students 
burning the just-found secret archives 
of The Michigan Review. Specially 
put to the torch will be old copies of 
Volume 1, Number 1, and any issues 
of this subversive publication found 
that dare criticize Fearless Vice Pre
mier Hartford and her loyal comrade, 
People's Commissar for the Code Mary 
Lou Antieau. 

Student leaders of the major pub
lications on campus were reportedly 
rebellious when told of Comrade 
Hartford's wise and loyal statements. 
The Editorial Board of The Michigan 
Daily "vowed revenge" when told they 
were being "rightsized" by the M.::,..~~ 

State and being replaced by members 
of the Alliance 4 Justice, the National 
Women's Rights Organizing Coalition, 
and the Revolutionary Anti-Imperi
alist League. The Editorial Board of 
The Michigan Independent, informed 
they were being forcibly defunded by 
the Michigan Student Soviet Assem
bly (MSSA), demanded to know" ... just 
who's responsible for this, anyway?" 
A staffer of the Monroe Street Jour
nal, speaking on condition of ano
nymity, said that the whole thing was 
LSA's problem and that no one in the 
Business School cared anyway. Ru
mors that the Editorial Board and 

. some staffers of The Michigan Review 
actually went into armed rebellion 
are entirely untrue. Students are di
rected to avoid the Michigan League 
building and surrounding areas until 
DPS quells a small outbreak of vio
lence in that area. Students are ad
vised that the automatic weapons
fire, missile launching, and various 
explosions at or around the League is 
not the work of partisan forces intent 

on the destruction of the M-State, 
and that DPS has everything under 
control. 

Comrade Hartford explained in 
an exclusive interview with The 
People's Review that it was necessary 
to build new buildings to house of
fenders due to the new expanded pro
visions in the latest Code draft, which 
included a great deal of input from 
the Women's Studies and Amerikan 
Culture departments .. "With so many 
offenders who are doing just horrible 
things, such as supporting Western 
civilization, criticizing the M-State, 
and voicing their own opinions (not to 
mention the acts of killing, battering, 
dismembering, electrocution, jay
walking, and other physical harming 
that occur on campus), we had to 
build new buildings." Hartford then 
astutely pointed out that "Most of the 
people who worked on these pUblica
tions previously will be brought up on 

speech violations anyhow." 
"You see, by rightsizing the major 

student pU9lications on campus, we 
knew that we could effectively stifle 
student protest and still continue to 
build new buildings at the same time." 
Vice Premier Petrov said of his inge
nious plan for implementation of 
Hartford's strategy. Petrov said that 
if space was used as well in the new 
facilities as it currently is in the dorms, 
the new facilities, with a total planned 
floor area of225,OOO square feet, could 
be used to incarcerate upwards of 
7,500 students. 

Code Commissar Antieau re
ported that Code violations, real and 
perceived,jumped 4,293 percent since 
the implementation of the Newer Code 
of Student Conduct. The Newer Code 
of Student Conduct takes the impor
tant step of presuming defendants 
are guilty and forcing them to prove 
their innocence. This saves time on 
paperwork and speeds up trials. Any 

See CODE GULAG, Page C3 
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2 People's Glori

ous Editorials 

The People's Review Polit
buro provides social com
mentary and the People's 
Mandatory Survey. 

3 From the Pre
mier 

People's Review Premier 
Gennady Brownov gives 
words of inspiration. 
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3 From the 
People 

Opinions of the proletariat, 
edited for security reasons, 

. of course. 

4 People's Glori
ous Opinion 

Comrade Krishnanski 
advises the people of the 
M-State of the proper 
opinions on crucial issues. 

Next 
Issue 

An exclusive interview with 
the glorious M-State Vice 
Premier for Student Affairs, 
Maureen Hartford. 
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o FROM THE POLITBURO 
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Racism Lurks Everywhere! 

W
HILE RACISM IS OBVIOUSLY THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE on campus today, there are those who fail 
to realize the significance of just how racism works its way into the everyday lives of people. As we all know, 
whites are incredibly racist. They're born that way. If you don't agree with this fact, you are obviously a racist 

yourself and you should be brought up on charges under the Code by the glorious M-State, put into the Code prison and 
hung by your feet while being forced to watch PBS fundraisers. In fact, we all know that PBS is under attack by Newt 
Gingrich, and Newt Gingrich, as we all know, is a Republican. And he's a conservative Republican! Therefore, ipso facto, 
Newt Gingrich is racist, sexist, homophobic, classist, and wants to kill small children on welfare. That's right, kill them, 
just like Jonathan Swift wrote about in his A Modest Proposal. Newt Gingrich wants to eat small children for dinner every 
night along with fava beans and a nice Chianti, and we can prove it. And we've got a modest proposal for you too. You 
need to go out and find conservatives and make them feel like pariahs in their own communities because they think 
differently than the rest of us. They're fascists, you know. And because fascism is the most important issue on campus 
today, it's obviously due to the strong Republican presence on campus. This is true, because Pat Buchanan is a Republican 
and a fascist, and hence, all Republicans are fascist. 

Because Republicans are evil, you must now avoid them. In fact, you must attempt to make snide and juvenile 
comments about them in a weak attempt to stir up popular antagonism. You need to do this often, in print if necessary. 
Sometimes, you need to say things so uncouth and sleazy that hordes of people will criticize you for it. But that's OK, 
because it generally hides the fact that your writing isn't all that good anyway. And we all know that expecting people 
to write good is racist and a classist standard imposed on the economically downtrqdden and non-powered. 

So what if the Regents got annoyed with Duderstadt over incentive deals? What's wrong with that? We need 
administrators! Administrators are the most important issue on campus today, Ifwe didn't have as many administrators, 
we would have a better education, and no one sane wants that! The reason we had to cut money for classes is not because 
of construction fees and to pay for new departments with little value, no! The reason was because the state cut our funding 
increase! And that's all John Engler's fault! AND JOHN ENGLER IS THE ANTI-CHRIST! GET BACK HERE! DON'T 
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The Michigan Review's Hail to 
Communism Pull-out Section 

"All Hail the Great M-State!" 

POllTBURQ 

PREMIER: 
ECONOMIC MINISTER: 
MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR: 
FOREIGN MINISTER: 
MINISTER OF PROPAGANDA: 
CULTURAL MINISTER: 
KGB MINISTER: 

Comrade Brownov 
Comrade Eskewski 
Comrade Knottoff 
Comrade Keplov 
Comrade Wagnerov 
Comrade Jolliffov 
Comrade Krishnanski 

HEROES OF THE M=STATE 

HEALTH MINISTER: 
MUSIC MINISTER: 
INFORMATION MINISTER: 

Comrade Myerski 
Comrade Hayski 
Comrade Westov 

THE WORKERS: Comrade Bockhornoff, Comrade 
Buckleyov, Comrade DeWlttski, Comrade Grinnellov, 
Comrade Hwangski, Comrade Johnsonov, Comrade 
KIngski, Comrade Obrlrlgersld, Comrade Ottman, Com
rade Patelov, Comrade Petrov, Comrade Rahmanski, 
ComradeSanll, ComradeSherrlflski, ComradeStarrski, 
Comrade Succardski, Comrade Teismanov, Comrade 
Tompkinski, Comrade Trapanski, Comrade Westonov, 
Comrade Yangski, Comrade Zimmennannski. 

IN GULAG: Comrade Robertski, II 
MSSA EXTERNAL REALTIONS: GerakIo Armando-Ruiz 

TURN THE PAGE! YOU CAN'T ESCAPE MY WRATH! I SHALL SMITE YOU, EVIL REPUBLICAN! HA! HA! The People's Review is an M-State-runjournalofcom-
HAHAHAHA f munist and socialist opinion at the University of Michigan . 

. " .,., We neither solicit nor accept monetary donations from 
You see, It s all a secret plot by Bob Dole. Bob Dole IS so far gone, he 11 try anything. That s why he and the GOP are Imperialist, capitalist swine, and have no respect for any-

spreading lies about the Clintons. Lies, lies, lies. Evil lies. Horrible lies. Everyone can make $100,000 in commodities one who does. This publication is printed to serve the 

trading in four days. Anyone can make up stories about infidelity and provide literally dozens of people who claim to be glorious M-State. Those who do not obey will be harshly 
aware to privy information about drug use, money launderinl!. and bribe taking. They're all paid off by the GOP! Tha(s,....- eprimanded. By the way, con~utions to the People's 

t~e ticket! Clinton's the best President since Kennedy. No, since Roosevelt! NO, for that matter, he's the best President :~:~~:=::ct:e~~:r:OO~~~(c~~ 
smce bloody Andrew Jackson! HUZZA! of the imperialist Internal Revenue Code. The Review is 

You see, conservatives would have you believe that Bob Dole and Newt Gingrich are good, while Bill Clinton and Janet affiUated with the Communist party oof the glorious M-

Reno and Donna Shalalaare evil. But they're wrong. And they would have you beli.eve that Robert Reich is 4'10", when State. 

in reality he is 7'2" and a backup center for the Boston Celtics. They lie, we tell you! We are the truth tellers! 
But you must ask yourself when you make your informed decision: Can you live with yourself if you support a 

conservative, knowing that you will cast millions of children into poverty, throwing out widows and orphans out onto the 
cold cold street, and cutting off the benefits of millions of senior citizens on Medicare and Medicaid? Knowing that you'11 
be supporting the Christian Coalition and their demented plans formulated by Pat Robertson, who we all know is in 
league with David Duke and Neo-Nazis, while giving tax breaks to the rich? Or will you support a liberal, knowing that 
s/he will be kind and good to the poor and the old and the halt and the lame and save every social entitlement program 
while continuing to load up vast amounts of debt that no one ever cares about anyway? Choose or lose, because that's 
important. Since affirmative action is important, in fact the most important issue on campus today, conservatives and 
anyone against affirmative action is obviously a racist. And we know where that leads, because whites are racist. And 
if you don't believe this, you should be brought up on charges under the Code by the M-State and hung by your feet and 
forced to watch PBS specials until you turn blue. CCCP 

PEOPLE'S MANDATORYSUR'\1EY · 
One hundred loyal patriots were 
ordered to answer the following 
questions about the M-State and 
its policies, about the future of 
Communism in general, and about 
other conditions on campus: 

1. "Do you like the Code of Student 
Conduct?" 
98 loyal patriots out of 100 replied 
"'Why, yes, I love the Code of 
Student Conduct!" The remaining 
2 capitalist pig-dog oppressors who 
replied "Uh, no." were dragged off 
screaming to the New Code Prison, 
where they were summarily 
executed. 

2. "What is your favorite color?" 
78 loyal patriots out of98 replied "My 
favorite color is Red, symbol , of the 
proletariat!" 14 of the remaining 20 
suspicious citizens said they preferred 
"pink" or "magenta," and were publicly 
censured for their crimes against the 
M-State. The remaining 6 traitors to 
the M-State replied thattheirfavorite 
color was "green," and were then taken 
out and shot. 

3. "What do you feel about the future 
of Communism?" 
67 loyal patriots out of78 responded 
that "Communism is the wave of the 
future . I still believe this, even though 

most Communist nations have 
collapsed and the remainilig6nes, '".', 
face severe economic duress:", S of 
the remaining 11 suspe.cted 
capitalists that responded "please 
take away the AK0-47 away from 

. my head;" were beaten with 
truncheons repeatedly. The 
remaining 3 traitors who reportedly 
replied "What future?" were 
publicly hanged in the Diag. · . 

4. "Who do you support for 
President ofthe United States?" 60 

Continued on Page C3 
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o FROM THE PREMIER o FROM THE PEOPLE 

GREETINGS LOYAL READ
ers and citizens of the People's 
Glorious and Righteous Be

nevolent M-State! The People's Re
view, having vanquished the capital
ist, rightist minions ofthe Michigan 
Review, will now take its rightful place 
as the official mouthpiece of the M
State. It is my honor to serve M-State 
Premier and Hero of the M-State 
Homer Neal, and his loyal followers, 
the Vice Premier for Student Affairs 
Maureen Hartford and Commissar 
for the Code Mary Lou Antieau, as the 
glorious Premier of the People's Re
view. I and my patriotic Politburo 
enjoy the opportunity to serve the M
State in this glorious and completely 
voluntary capacity, without having 
been put under any form of duress 
whatsoever. 

We are grateful to Comrades Neal, 
Hartford and Antieau for their man
date that all citizens of the M-State 
must dutifully read the People's Re
view as part oftheir M-Education, so 
that they might accurately gain the 
correct points of view and opinions to 
faithfully and correctly serve the M
State. Without such a mandate, the 
People's Review would not exist. 

C:ode Gulag 

" 'II" 

We are also grateful to the legions 
ofloyal M-State citizens who attended 
our Mass Meeting andjoined our staff, 
escorted there and watched over by 
heavily armed protectors from the 
M-Cops. 

The People's Review will continue 
on in its mission to promote the glori
ous policies of the Exalted and Mighty 
M-State, who, in their wisdom, have 
sought to protect us from the perils of 
free thought and freedom of choice. 
The M-State will protect us. The M
State is good. All Hail The Great M
State! 

It is our hope that you will con
tinue to read and be enlightened by 
the People's Review, if you truly know 
what's good for you. The M-State is 
everywhere. They know all. They see 
all. Obey the M-State. 

Comrade Gennady Brownov 
Premier, The People's Review 

.-,-,.- .. ~.,,--.. ~~ 

Contlnu.ed from page C1 ~icker and po~tick.' II and "You .c~'t 
, •...•...•.... ", '. . .. '. Judge us as bickenng and politick~ 

stude~t, may,~ brought:up on ing by only three meetings'" 
char~S uDdel' ~eN~\VerC~e by MSA President Fiona Rose l'e" 
8Uf>.ther student" staff, 9rfaculty sponded to worried students that. 
member for .any reason:w1iatso~ she would carry on the traditioQ of 
ever, with most cases falling under Ex-President Flint Wainess and 
.the "trivial andjust plain evil" com- do little ornotbing to alleviate any 
plaint category, according to Com- problems students had. "MSSA is 
rsi:le ,i\ntieau. not a Fotomat government." she 

Wben asked for their thoughts said caustically, bitterly accusing 
on, t}1en,ewest machinations of the students of demanding competency 
M .... State, MSSA representative in student government. "1 plan to 
Kevin Jones responded, "Huh?" do whatever is necessary tos,al-
Tbis:$entiment was voiced byap- vagetheresumesofMSSAandm.y 
proximately 22 percentoftherep- own person." she contintied asre~ 
reselltatives .on ,the' ABsembly,. all ., , lieved students . cheered wildly at 
of whom were 'queried by this .re~ . the latest MSSA 'm,eeting~ "After 
porter. Another 13 percentre- all, that's whatwe're he!efor!"she 
sponded "I'dhaye,to ~he¢k withtlle crledhappily to th~ ch~ringcrowd. 
Students Rights' Ch air ab0\ltthat Later , ' she we,lcomed new repre-
issue." 2~, perc~tresponde'dthat '. selltative . and External. Relations 
it was. all the Michigan Party's fault; ,Committee,clillinnan. Geraldo 
while 17pex:cen~ said the~were Arma'?ldo . ...Jluizby procl~imingJ 
dedicated to savingaf!irmatiyenc- ~We1coqleaboai(L You're on ·the 
tion. 9 percent of therepresenta- gravy tram!" 
tives said theyw0ttld vote to take a . .SQ. !Jtude~ts,restassuredthat 
trip to 'Washington, D.C. withtheM~tate, DefendersofBureau-
MSSAfunding toswdytbeissue, cracy,Socialism,Marxisna. Tu-
while the remaining' lO percent itioIl, ijikes, and Political Correet-
were split between $aying 'This ~ess~s looking out fOfYQutALL 
assembly doesn't do,.Qnythingbut HAIL THE M,..s'I'~'feU Cc.cp 

TOTHE~ 

• Vice 
, ,Affairs .Maureen a.~ordhas ab

solute" right·to.de<ilare··the_ 
.. "M-State" :supC!lrior to all 
other local,state, andJedetaUaws! . 
I _ 
~ is good! Students 

certainly need a 
totalitari~, all-controlling '~om

-munist dictatoriiil. state to live un .. 
der; ', 

'I demand that ~~tate Pre;.. 
• '"mie,r~ .,Homer Neal and "Vice Pre

mier.{or Student Affairs" Maureen 
Hartford completely ·disb~d _ 

Survey 
Continued from Page C2 

loyal patriots out of67 responded that 
they would vote for Bill Clinton. 
6 of the remaning 7 fascist Nazis 
responded that they were voting for 
Bob Dole, and were immediately 
stoned to death with heavy rocks. The 
remaining 1 Nazi said he was voting 
for Libertarian Harry Browne, and 
was set on fire by both the loyal patri
ots and surviving Dole supporters. 

5. "Do you feel that administrators 
are more equal than faculty?" 
40 out of 60 loyal patriots responded 
"Yes! Certainly! By all means! Of 
course!" 15 of the remaining 20 petty 
bourgeoIsie traitors responded "I don't 
believe so, no." and were immediately 
imprisoned in the Code Prison, never 
to be seen again. The remaining 5 
subversive capitalists that replied 
"What? Are you mad?" were thrown 
off the top of the Bell Tower. 

~~i'''-':'':- ''''''''"''~'';'''_''MM,'''~_'''' ,-,-

eedomand 
democracy, so that we ~ have 
to totally submit to their wilL Long 
live theM-State! 

Mike Schlankowski 

Comrade Schlankowski: 

Thank you for your letter. Of 
course, we at the People's Review 
had to take a few liberties with your 
message, so that it might better fit 
the mission and political correct
ness that is so important to the 
security of the M-State. We have 
read .your message very carefully, 
and appret;tate to;tlJ,e fullest extent 
the concepts you wish to promote. 
In/act, ~ewiU be senJiling a squad
ronofM4Jops toescortYQudirectly 
to our offices so that we might dis
cuss the matter more closely. Again, 
we thankyou for your comments. 
All Hail The M-State! -Premier 

awereoeaten to make sure 
they had the right opinion next time. 
The remaining 5 evil fascists re
sponded "No, it's a good thing." and 
were torn apart by an angry mob. 

7. "What do you feel about Red China's 
maneuvers to censor the Internet? 
The M-State is attempting to do that 
here. What is your reaction?" 
4 loyal citizens out of 25 responded 
"Hey, you can do whatever you want 
to my e-mail account, as long as you 
don't take it away entirely." 17 out of 
the remaining 21 obvious rebels re
sponded "You touch one byte of my 
e-mail and I'll shove this surge pro
tector up your bleeding (DELETED 
FOR SECURITY REASONS)." They 
were immediately sealed in the tun
nel system below the University to 
slowly starve to death. The remain
ing 4 anti-statist libertarians who 
attempted to assassinate the 
poll-taker were slowly put to death in 
a cauldron of boiling oil. 

8. "Do you feel that Women's Studies, 
American Culture, and Revisionist 
History are the most important ma
jors on campus today?" 
o out of 4 replied ''Yes." All 4 traitors 
were taken and forced into sensitivity 
re-education programs every week
end for a year. 

As we can see from this survey, 
racism is the most important issue on 
campus today. The M-State is obvi
ously in peril! Serve the M-State! 
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o PEOPLE'S GLORIOUS OPINION 

All Hail the M-Cod.e! Long Live the M-State! 
BY COMRADE KruSHNANSKI 

W E LIVE IN THE TWILIGHT 
. days of the most glorious 

revolution ever to be 
brought by man upon man. The rebel 
upstarts known as the Michigan Re
view have been driven out of the M
State to a secret hideout hidden deep 
in the bowels of Nicaragua. Some day 
soon, these vile heretics who oppose 
the progress of the Students of U-M 
will be vanquished entirely. I long for 
that day. 

In this Great October Revolution, 
in this rising era of the People's Glori
ous Review, there is one shining 
achievement that stands before all 
others: the Code of Student Conduct. 
Although the bourgeousie demons of 
the ACLU and the media have used 
racist, classist, fascist tactics to re
press ths logical development of ra
tional man, they have failed. 

Vice Premier for Student Affairs 
Maureen Hartford has finally pro
vided me with a world in which I need 
not fear the devils of free speech and 
self-determination that lurk deep 
within me. By removing me from the 
chaotic freedoms of Amerikkka, that 
awful nation of my misguided birth, 
she has allowed me to find myself at 
the U-M. 

To celebrate this glorious month 
and this glorious Code, I would like to 
present my views on how the Univer
sity could change the Code and its 

other policies to become even more 
effective and even more wonderful 
than it already is. 

• The Code should affect all of the 
people of Earth, not just students of 
U-M. After all, there are many peoples 
who are under the harsh tyranny of 
such governments as Michigan State 
University and Ohio State Univer
sity. These people must be liberated 
by a proletarian student force which 
should storm their campus with Code 
in hand. Once they are exposed to the 
truth of our policy, there are no people 
in this world who would not voluntar
ily submit to this empowering legisla
tion. 

• Maureen Hartford, our Fearless 
Leader, and the Commissar for the 
Code, Mary Lou Antieu, should be 
given greater autonomy and free
reign to enforce the progress dictated 
by the Code. These avatars of the 
proletariat, who have been raised up 
by a mandate from the masses, have 
found the clear path to smash the 
forces of "civil liberties." Who needs 
civil liberties? This is only another 
euphemism for the angry kapitalism 
that kills babies and offers live goats 
to the gods of money and the korporate 
world. 

• The heroic M-Cops, of the Secret 
Department of Public Stiflement, 
must gain independence from the evil 

pigs and dogs ofkapitalism that wear 
badges in this city. Everyone knows 
that the kops and the klan go hand in 
hand. By removing the barriers of 
limitations on search and seizure and 
on brutality from the shoulders of the 
M-Cops, we can allow them to smash 
the skulls of the foes of the M-State 
and bring about the Brave New Cam
pus. 

• The University should make open 
its support of the Communist Stu
dents' Party (CSP), so that the Michi
gan Student Assembly may be a more 
open and accepting place to those stu
dents with acceptable political view
points. Furthermore, any MSA party 
which fights for "students' rights" or 
"freedom" should be immediately 
hunted down and publicly humiliated 
under the Code, in order that the 
uninformed masses of noble students 
may see the truth that these parties 
have covered with lies. 

• While some members of the the CSP 
have shouted, "The M-Kard is just a 
tool to force free market values on 
unknowing and impressionable stu--·~ 
dents," I disagree. By subsidizirig stu
dent M-Card accounts with free mon
etary disbursements, the University 
can 'drive the pigs from the market
place by making the operation of cam
pus stores unprofitable without the 
M-Card. Then and only then can the 
monopolies rightfully granted by the 

people be truly enforced. Indeed, I 
demand that every student be forced 
to get and use the M-Card. 

• The Code should be expanded to 
make moral and ethical pronuncia
tions. While it is great that the Code 
already enforces the proletarian com
passion and forces the brothers and 
sisters ofU-M to live in peaceful and 
natural harmony, that is not enough. 
By using the Code, we can rid this 
campus of the scourges of smoking, 
sex, religion, and art. The campus of 
the future could be free of all forms of 
behavior which cause dissatisfaction 
and unrest among the people. In addi
tion, all classes could be cancelled, 
because indeed, the humanities 
courses are just indoctrination mate
rial to bring students into the kruel 
and kapitalistic society of the West
ern Pigs, and science is just a 
bourgeousie tool to create confusion 
and unhappiness in the proletariat. 

• The Michigan Mandate should be 
expanded to give preferential treat
ment to underrepresented (but inher
ently correct) politial views. Commu
nist students, particularly members 
of the Party, should be actively re
cruited to the U-M and currently at
tending students who support the 
Party should be retained by any means 
necessary. 

And finally, ALL HAIL THE GLO
RIOUS PEOPLE'S M-STATE! m 

Attention Loyal Citizens of 
the M-State! 

Help preserve the security and sanctity of 
the People's Glorious M-State! 

Freedom of thought must not be permitted! 
The M-State knows best! Report all dissi
dents to Vice Premier for Student Mfairs 

Maureen Hartford immediately! 
t 

~ .. --"~"""-.-=--~,--------------
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o NATIONAL AFFAIRS 

Every Election:~,Has a Silver Lining 
BY LEE BOCKHORN 

L OOKINGATTHESTATEOF 
American politics heading into 
November's election, one 

might be inspired to write: "These are 
the times that try conservatives' 
souls." Those of us who care about 
things like smaller government,judi
cial restraint, a balanced budget, term 
limits, and property rights cannot 
help but feel beleaguered at the all
too-likely prospect of Bill Clinton's 
reelection. However, perhaps we con
servatives should take our cue from 
the otherwise uninspiring Bob Dole, 
the self-proclaimed "most optimistic 
man in America," and realize that a 
Clinton victory in November is not 
the end of the world, and might even 
be a blessing in disguise. 

Now please don't misinterpret this 
as an endorsement for Clinton. I hap
pen to believe that Clinton is prob
ably the sorriest excuse we have had 
for a President this century. How
ever, I also feel that one can choose to 
sit around feeling sorry for himself, or 
to look for the good in everything -
even four more years of Clinton - and 
I intend to do the latter. 

The assertion that a Clinton sec
ond term might actually be a blessing 
for conservatives may sound absurd, 
but historical precedent, as well as 
many indications from Clinton's first 
term, support this proposition. First, 
almost every second term presidency 
this century has been at best medio
cre, and at worst a complete disaster. 
The most obvious example is Nixon's, 
one which Clinton's second term may 
even tually resemble more closely than 
most Americans would like it to. 
Reagan also dealt with scandal dur
ing his second term (Iran-Contra). 
And ifpolitical scandal doesn't get the 
best of Clinton, there is always the 
minefield of foreign and domestic 
policy. Eisenhower's second term was 
troubled by the beginnings of Viet
nam, the Suez crisis, the U-2 incident 
with the Soviet Union, and turmoil in 
the South cpncerning the beginnings 
of the civil nghts movement. Truman 
had to deal with the Korean War; and 
Lyndon Johnson, while not techni
cally in his own second term, had to 
cope with the Vietnam quagmire, pro
tests, and unrest in the inner cities 
after having served about a third of 
Kennedy's first term and then being 
re-elected. Reagan also had his hands 
full with the S&L crisis and the 1987 
stock market crash. 

Lee Bockhorn is ajunior in the College 
of LS&A and Music and ~s a staff 
writer for the Review .. ~ 

Certainly historical precedent is cer, which he told us about misty- "check" on the Republican Congress-
not comforting for President Clinton. eyed at the Democrats' convention), that is, most people now basically 
In his case, Bosnia, the Middle East, or Dick Gephardt, who is even more support conservative ideas but see 
and Russia are all "hot spots" which liberal than Clinton, buttohis credit, Clinton as a moderating influence who 
might become foreign policy problems. at least has the nerve to admit it. softens the "rough edges" of the Re-
Domestically, the looming crisis of Some of you reading this might be publicans. For Clinton, this is the 
bloated entitlement programs like thinking, "If Clinton gets reelected, perfect role. The GOP landslide in 
Social Security and Medicare, the con- he won't have to worry about cam- 1994 freed him from the responsibil-
tinued blight of our inner cities, and paignlng again -in 2000, so won't he ity of governing and allowed him to 
the prospect that natural business just go back to his very liberal ways?" simply be the "NO" man standing up 
cycles will almost certainly bring some Well- yes - he very well might. But to the "evil" GOP congress - an easy 
form of recession during the term of he will do so at his own risk. Recall job for Clinton. 
the next president, should trouble the what happened the last time Clinton Nevertheless, the real loser if 
"man from Hope." And, if all of this revealed his true liberal colors (1993- Clinton wins on November 5th is the 
isn't enough to sober up gleefulliber- 1994); it reminded Americans just Democratic Party. One reason why 
als, consider that every second term how much theydisliked having a lib- they were so soundly defeated in 1994 
president since World War II has seen eral president and Congress, and led was that they had become a party 
his party lose seats in Congress after to the greatest political change in bankrupt of ideas; for all of their jab-
the midterm elections. Congress in over half a century. Fur- bering about "change," they were more 

Why are second terms fraught thermore, even if Clinton does be- concerned with protecting the status 
with such peril? Aside from simple come a liberal again, he will have to quo for the special interests in their 
probability (the longer one stays in deal with a Congress that will still be party - unions, government employ-
office, the more chariges there are for controlled in one, if not both houses, ees, trial lawyers, and so on. 'What is 
something to go wrong), there is an- by the GOP. telling now is just how little fuss lib-
other, more fundamental reason. Sim- The prospect of both continued erals have made while Clinton has 
ply put, every president enters office GOP control of Congress and a Clinton continued to sell out the values that 
with only so much political capital, reelection has many people whining Democrats once stood for. There was 
and they've usually spent most ofit by about the problem of "gridlock" again. no primary challenge to the Demo-
the end of their first term. Clinton Certainly conservatives would rather ,_~cratic incumbent in 1996, the first 
spent enormous sums of his to pass have a Republican in the White HOllSe' time that has happened in decades. 
his economic "plan," and on his at- also, but if anyone should be pleased Liberals are so united in their fear of 
tempt to socialize Qne-seventh of the with the possibility of gridlock, it is conservative ideas that they are shut-
U.S. economy to deal with the health conservatives. First, the less Wash- ting their mouths and throwing their 
care "crisis." Like those who preceded ington can actually accomplish to ex- money and support behind a candi-
him, Clinton has already accom- pand government the better; gridlock date who will say anything to stay in 
plished most of anything substantial basically ensures that will be the case. office. A hollow party rallying behind 
he will do during his first term. More importantly, though, anyone a hollow man can only mean a Pyrrhic 

Given all of this , why are we about who considers themselves a true "con- victory for the Democrats in N ovem-
to reelect this bozo? Possibly people servative" wants our government to ber. 
can look past Clinton's numerous once again embody the ideals of the So, conservatives, dry your eyes. 
faults and vote for him because they document that established it, the Con- The ideas we stand for are powerful 
realize that perhaps no president has stitution. "Gridlock," while annoying enough to transcend one lackluster 
become so inconsequential so quickly to liberals who desire government to presidential candidate - they have 
as he has. Witness his transform a- be a well-oiled mechanism of social been around since before the begin-
tion from a president who called for engineering, embodies many of the ning of the Republic. Take he ,art in 
"fundanlental and profound and re- ideals the Framers had in mind when the fact that the war for the political 
lentless and continuing change" in they wrote the Constitution - a gov- heart and soul of America has already 
1993, to a president who proclaimed ernment that W{lUld be ,deliberate, been won by the conservative move-
in 1995 that the "era of big govern- that would "refine and enlarge the ment. We may lose the election battle 
ment is over," and who is now out and public sentiment," that wouldn't pass on November 5th, but we shQuld keep 
about the country making an entire harebrained schemes like the Clinton our eyes on the bigger picture. There 
laundry list of banal proposals deal- health care "plan" unless the Ameri- are still other battles that can be 
ing with everything from school uni- can people were truly committed to it. fought and won, even right here at U 
forms to teen curfews. So perhaps Newt & Co. don't get eu- of M - like taking back this campus 

Conservatives should not accept cry thing they want with Clinton in from the liberals who dominate the 
Clinton's re-election solely as the op- the Oval Office; if conservatives have administration, faculty, and MSA. 
portunity it presents for him to con- learned anything from the last two In closing, I can only add this 
tinue demonstrating how meaning- years it is that slow and steady wins parting thought: perhaps having a 
less and irrelevant he is. It also gives the race, and even reforms the Ameri- presidential administration as incon-
the Republicans four years to fmd can people want take blood and sweat sequential as Clinton's second term 
someone who does a better job of ar- to make a reality. is likely to be is appropriate for an era 
ticulating the conservative message The American public seems to in our country's history when, more 
than Bob Dole. And don't forget, the have apparently grown fond of than ever, putting our nation back on 
likely Democratic nominee in 2000 gridlock; only six of the last twenty- the proper and correct path depends 
will either be AI Gore, who makes eight years have seen one party con- less and less on what occurs in our 
even Dole look like a party animal trol both houses of Congress and the increasingly distant capital of Wash-
(and who, coincidentally, admitted to White House. Some recent polls have ington, and more and more on what 
takingtobaccomoneyafter his sister's suggested that Clinton's support has we all do as individuals. Shall we get 
s-moking-related eeath-frem-h:1flg ean~ - --gone up-as-rnt>!'e~J:e..see-hifn-as-tl-·- -~~-l\R- - ---------'---. 

~c_"""'~<""~'>'~<' •• <~='''''''''''~'''t><,,"N~>~ ~....-,."_-.~_""" _____ ,~ __ ,,._, .. , 4"': ______ ........ --____________ _ 
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o ROLL UP FOR THE MYSTERY TOUR 

BY GEOFF BROWN 

A s YOU'VE ALL NOTICED 
by now, the Internet is get
ting quite popular. A couple 

years ago, it was the province of com
puter geeks and a few progressive 
businesses . I know, I was one of the 
computer geeks. I had a web page 
when nobody knew what the web was. 
Now even Colgate Toothpaste has a 
damned web page! What possible point 
could there be to that?!? What sort of 
valuable features does the Colgate 
Web Site have??? The Virtual Tooth
brush?!? Anyhow, the point (contain 
your shock, there is a point to this, 
strangely enough) is that the World 
Wide Web (WWW) and the Internet 
are fast becoming a part of everyday, 
mainstream life . Everyone is on the 
Internet. Even the homeless (I'm not 
kidding here, so please don't send me 
any nasty email unless you've been 
meaning to do so anyhow). I remem
ber reading in the newspaper some 
months back that there was a guy 
who basically lived under a freeway 
underpass, who was completely con
nected to the 'net via a cellular phone, 
a portable computer, and a subscrip
tion to the Internet: He'd work so he 
could make enough money to be on 
the Internet. I thought I'd seen every
thing. God only knows what's next 
("You've always wondered what it's 
like, now take a virtual tour! 
www.afterlife.com!). It·s amazing, 
when one thinks about it, what the 
In ternet can do. So get ready. It's time 
to get going: The magical mystery 
tour is dying to take you away. Next 
stop: The Internet. 

Most of you are quite familiar 
with the Internet in the form of email. 
There are doubtless few of you who 
haven't used the magic ofthe Internet 
to send messages to friends and fam
ily far away. Email has become such a 
part of daily life. that it isn't unusual 
to hear, "yeah we ought to do lunch
email me.sometime ... or"Honey.it.s 
time for dinner - email the kids and 
tell them to come downstairs." Even 
President Bill "Hell, I Can Do Damned 
Near Anything, No Matter How Un
ethical, and the Public Still Loves 
Me!" Clinton has an email address 
(Presidential.Legal.Defense.Fund@ 
not_involved_in.whitewater.com). It's 
quite a tool, indeed. U-M students 
have been known to use email for 
everything from emailing friends at 

Geoff Brown (http : / / www
personal. umich.edu / -gmbrown /) is 
an LSA senior, and the editor-in
chief of the Review. He can be reached 
via email at gmbrown®Umich.edu. 

World"~'Wide What? 
• !iI''' 

other colleges to sending crude, nasty 
messages to their friend at the next 
computer over. 

The Internet can be accessed by a 
variety of means. Commercial provid
ers such as America OnLine (Motto: 
"Hell, we have all these disks, why 
not send them out until people 
have more AOL disks 
than they would ever 
want?!?") allow the 
Internet neo
phyte to get 
online and then 
display his ig
norance to the 
point where 
other Internet 
users want to 
kill himlher 
with a large 
blade weapon. 
Here at the Univer
sity, we get our 
Internet access from the 
kind, benevolent folks at the 
Information Technology Division 
(lTD) (Motto: "Providing you low qual
ity services for high prices! Ask one of 
our unqualified and highly untrained 
consultants for more info today!!"). 
lTD is currently following the US 
Government's finance plan, wherein 
one takes an enormous amount of 
money from the people one serves, 
and then proceeds to restrict the ser
vices one provides while continuing 
to increase the prices for those ser
vices. lTD fits this bill perfectly. It 
now costs eight cents per page of your 
hard-earned lTD funny-money to 
print at a campus computer, which is 
likely 7.9 cents more than it costs lTD 
- well, they do have to find some way 
to pay for their ostentatious advertis
ing gimmicks and untrained consult
ants, don't they? 

Once you get yourself out onto 
the Internet, there's a lot of stuff you 
can see and do. If you're the dis
gruntled terrorist type, there are de
tailed instructions for making a bomb 
(http://www.postal-employees.com/); 
if you're the disgruntled single male 
type, there are many sites created by 
the purveyors of fine pornographic 
magazines such as Playboy and Pent
house, and if you're looking for more 
information about your government, 
you can visit sites like the White 
House Home Page, the Congressional 
Home Page, and the Bill Clinton "Law
suit of the Day" home page (this one 
isn't real; at least, I don't think it is). 
The idea is that you can find almost 
any kind of information on the 
Internet you would ever want, and a 
whole lot more information you would 
never want. However, one can always 

think of a few topics that just aren't 
covered, even on the Internet. So here 
are some World Wide Web Pages that 
should be done, that aren't, and prob
ably never will. 

• MAUREEN HARTFORD'S VIR· 
TUAL CODE-O-RAMA. 

WWW address: http:// 
www.umich.edu/ 

- cod e I 
codeorama.html. 
This would be 
a fun-filled 
Internet site 
featuring all 
of Vice Presi
dent for Stu
dent Affairs 
and High Ex-

a 1 ted 

Maureen 
Hartford's antics in 

implementing the Code, 
squashing our civil rights and 

attempting to attain more power than 
God. My perceptive spies in the ad
ministration, who manage to evade 
capture via the clever ruse of net'· 
actually existing outside the confines 
of my imagination, tell me that 
Codemaster Hartford is implement
ing this Web site "any day now," and 
that it will have such features as the 
blueprints for the new Code of Stu
dent Conduct Penitentiary (Motto: "Do 
the crime, do the time. Actually, for
get the 'do the crime' part. You'll do 
the time regardless, as long as some
one can trump up some charges 
against you. Whether you actually do 
the crime is immaterial to us, 
frankly. "), and a hypertext form you 
can fill out to charge someone with 
Code violations, whether or not they 
actually did them or even ever came 
in contact with you. Also, the first 
1,000 people to visit the site will be 
expelled under the Code. 

• lTD'S SCREW-UP OF THE DAY 
INTERNET SITE. WWW address : 
http://www.itd.umich.edul -woops/ 
uhoh.html. This site will feature lTD's 
most comic misadventures, updated 
daily. You will be regaled with tales of 
incorrect advice from site consultants 
(You need to have an lTD-Reality 
translator to effectively understand 
these people. For example: lTD: 
"Double-click on that icon there." 
Reality: "Don't ever even consider 
clicking that icon, ever." But I di
gress). You can find out about the 
next rate increase ("Printing is now 
$5.00 in lTD funny money, while we 
have reduced student monthly alloca
tions to 50 pesos per month"). It's sure 
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to be very informative, or at least as 
informative as the folks at lTD are' 
capable of. 

• PRESIDENT BILL "PAULA 
WHO?!?" CLINTON'S SCANDALS 
'R' US EXTRAVAGANZA. WWW 
address : http://www.clinton .com/ 
scandals/getoffscottfree.html. We all 
know that the old Billmeister can 
come clean on whatever he's done, 
because no matter how many wrong
doings come to light, he keeps getting 
high approval rates! I don't get it!!! 
What does this guy have to do to 
convince people he's a slimeba1l?!? So 
far , there's Whitewater, where every
one involved has pretty much pointed 
their fingers at Clinton as being this 
bigtime criminal, and all of the bro
ken campaign promises and still he 
comes out popular as ever. On the 
other hand, if somebody standing near 
Bob Dole sneezes and he forgets to say 
"God Bless you," Dole goes down 22 
points in the polls! As my good friend 
and National Affair's Editor Ben 
Kepple put it, Clinton "could sell 
heroin to four-year-old children in a 
schoolyard on national television, and 
no one would care!" And they 
wouldn't!! So at this web site, look for 
the truth about Whitewater, Paula 
Jones, Vince Foster, the Travel Of
fice, and Bill Clinton's marijuana use. 

• THE U-M mSTORY DEPART· 
MENT REVISIONISM HOME 
PAGE. WWW Address: http:// 
www.umich.edul-history/revisionistl 
washingtonwho?html. This web site 
will feature a hew, completely inaccu
rate view ofhistory every week. Watch 
the history department make it so 
that the average school children will 
learn all about the founding of our 
country without hearing a word about 
the founding fathers or the Revolu
tionary War. Included is a Random 
Revision Generator, wherein users 
can select an era of history, select an 
insignificant topic of study, and gen
erate a new history based on their 
selections. It is theoretically possible, 
using the Random Revision Genera
tor, to make George Bush completely 
responsible for enacting the 16th cen
tury beginnings of the slave trade. 

And the list goes on. Pretty soon, 
the Web will pervade everyone's life 
to the point where it is more common 
than television. Not that that would 
be bad, considering the quality oftele
vision programs lately. In fact, the 
Internet can be rather entertaining, 
really. I'd encourage all of you to get . 
out there and try it out. Just beware 
ofITD. l\R 
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o LoST IN THE EIGHTIES 

In Defense' of Conservatism 
'!J~ r;. ~ .• ~. : 

BY BENJAMIN KEPPLE 

I GUARANTEE THAT THE 
day after the election, Clinton 
will be making a very sharp 

Left tum. Many Democrats are in
wardly grinning upon realizing this 
fact (they take your tax money, smile, 
and disappear), but they've realized 
that To Make "Progress," Clinton not 
only has to win, the Democrats have 
to control Congress too. If they don't 
win Congress, the Dems thought, they 
can't implement vast new government 
programs for the benefit of all. But 
how to win Congress? The question 
was a tough one, for the Democrats 
first had to mask the fact that they a) 
have no constructive political agenda, 
b) have no solid plans for confronting 
the nation's problems, and c) gener
ally haven't done anything right since 
the Civil Rights Bill of 1964. 

Then, in a,sudden burst of clarity, 
shining through the storm clouds of 
Left-wing ignorance like a sunbeam, 
the Democrats Got An Election Gim
mick. You can imagine the resulting 
chaos. I mean, these guys are the 
same people who told Fritz Mondale 
to say, "Why. yes. I am going to raise 
your taxes." back in 1984. They don't 
get too many good ideas. 

"LEON! Come here, quick!" said 
the senior staffer to the slow, ponder
ous bulk that is Leon Panetta,White 
House Chief of Staff. "We've got this 
great idea! Let's paint all Republi
cans as uneducated, intolerant fools 
who are Christian Coalition mem
bers that want to intravenously inject 
small children with tobacco while forc
ing them to say the Lord's prayer in 
schools and brainwashing them to 
believe in God, the Pledge of Alle
giance, Elvis, and the right to own a 
grenade launcher!" 

"BY GOD, THAT'S IT!" cried Leon, 
jumping out of his chair and running 
to the kitchenette where George 
Stephanopoulos was working. 
"George! WE'RE SAVED! Start those 
phones working! And put lots of sugar 
in the Sanka!" 

I doubt the plan to Save Liberal
ism really started like that, but with 
the way many liberal propagandists 
are acting, you would think that the 
Order Of The Day is to paint all Re
publicans as extremist zealots who 
are bent on establishing the Unholy 
Order of Pain and Suffering if they 
are elected, Conservatives have been 
described by liberals as evil, ignorant, 
homophobic, cruel, toothless, and 
slaves to big business. And this is 
Benjamin Kepple is the National 
Affairs Editor of the Review. His pet 
salamander is named Skippy. 

where you come in. 
Don't believe them. 
Admittedly, there are conserva

tives out there who are intolerant, 
stupid, ignorant, and so on. However, 

What? Well, OK, not as such. They 
do offer more of the same failed gov
ernment programs, so I suppose they 
offer that. The problem they face is 
that no one sane wants an intrusive 

Colonel Kilgore, is NOT the typical Republican. 

government run
ning their lives, 
wasting their tax 
monies, over
regulating busi
ness, and stran
gling the Ameri
can worker as it is 
doing now, thanks 
to thirty years of 
failed Democratic 
policies. No one 
disputes the fact 
that a lot of gov
ernment pro
grams are simply 
not working. A 
logical person 
would note that 

these are traits that are not subject to 
political affiliation. There are intoler
ant, stupid, and ignorant liberals as 
well. Come on. Don't they think we 
know any better? I'm positive the Left 
is betting on the fact that most of us 
(i.e. college students) won't try to get 
unbiased or right-leaning informa
tion. 

One reason a good many liberals 
will whip up popular sentiment is 
because they don't feel students will 
try to make an informed decision. The 
Left isn't encouraging us to support 
liberalism because they think we care, 
they're encouraging us to support lib
eralism because they think we are 
easily led, mindless, and sponge-like 
when it comes to their propaganda 
campaigns and lies. Why else the scare 
tactics? Where are their plans? Where 
are their numbers? Instead, you're 
force-fed "Bob Dole. He's Cutting 
Medicare and Social Security, throw
ing Widows into the Street. He de
tests children and cut their AFDC aid 
while giving TAX BREAKS TO THE 
RICH. Your collegiate loans will be 
SLASHED! BURNED! IN TOTAL 
RUIN!" How stupid do they think we 
are? 

That frame of mind is why the 
Democrats take you for granted. It's 
why a liberal politician is only around 
at election time. Students are smart 
enough to make an informed decision 
on their own, and they (hopefully) 
aren't going to be influenced by a flood 
ofill-thought out, poorly written opin
ions or the "Choose And Lose" bus. 
We're adult human beings, not three 
year old children. For when you really 
think about it, what do Democrats 
have to offer the student population? 
Nothing. 

liberals have instituted and managed 
most of these failed programs, and 
scrap them as they aren't doing the 
job. That's just intelligent, not cruel 
or calculating. 

When Calvin Coolidge said th_~~ 

the ideal was" As little goveniment 
as possible for the lowest possible 
cost.", he wasn't just whistling Dixie. 
He knew that the best way to run 
things was to keep the government 
uninvolved in personal affairs and 
private business. Conservatives re
alize that the government that gov
erns best is the government that gov
erns least (although what constitutes 
"least" produces many an argument.) 

Liberals are correct in pointing 
out that many social conservatives 
do want to legislate morality. How
ever, the prudent conservative will 
realize that attempting to legislate 
morality was tried once before, dur
ing the Progressive Era, and that 
failed miserably. Social legislation is 
impractical due to mainly to the fact 
that the moral climate in this coun
try has changed, and it is futile to 
hope for a giant spontaneous leap 
back to 1954 when Things Were Ap
parently Spiffy. Machiavelli wrote 
that those who pine for those good old 
days tend to forget the problems that 
went with them, and I believe that 
this insistence on morality legisla
tion is similar - and the one big 
failing of social conservatism. If one 
is a social conservative, he should do 
his best to live his life the way he 
wants, not attempt to interfere with 
the lives of others. But regardless of 
the state of social conservatism, it 
does not merit the kind of 
demonisation currently manifested 
by the Left. For that matter , a major-

ity of Republicans are not even social 
conservatives. Two thirds of the Party 
consists of moderates, libertarians, 
and even a few liberals. Good heav
ens, a full half of the Republican Party 
is pro-choice. Isn't that at least some 
sign that "all conservatives" are not 
made up of these liberal stereotypes 
of demonic social conservatives with 
little schooling and less rationale for 
their arguments? 

It is only logical that the main 
reason Democrats are throwing up 
this smoke screen, this sham of the 
stereotypical conservative, is to scare 
students into thinking that if they 
support conservative principles some 
of these horrible things they claim 
will happen will actually come about. 
And of course, the fact that liberals 
are using the scare tactics shows that 
they are worried that if the voters 
actually find out conservative prin
ciples are different, unscary, and ac
tually work, the voters will naturally 
shift rightward. 

So far this term the liberal re
sponse to conservative ideas has been 
to either criticize them repeatedly; or 
to implement them and feebly attempt 

to take credit for the results later. 
Where are all the liberal plans and 
solutions? They're on the ash heap of 
history, that's where. If liberals had 
workable ideas and solutions, they 
would have brought them forth by 
now. They've had thirty years. But 
they have nothing. I've got a chal
lenge for the Left out there: instead of 
bashing the Right with your childish 
barbs and pathetic scare tactics, why 
not actually try to form solutions? 
This campus has hundreds of people 
who constantly bash conservatives yet 
cannot form solutions. Why not? 

The major reason is that most of 
the proposed solutions have been tried, 
have failed, and are waiting to be 
discarded. History has proven that 
many institutions and programs fa
vored by liberals work only on paper, 
and to be sure, some had genuinely 
good intentions. But as we all know, 
the road to hell is paved with good 
intentions. To continue down that road 
would be an extremely poor decision, 
not only for ourselves, but also for our 
children. But the right road lies be
fore us. For being a conservative is 
not about intolerance, it is not about 
ignorance, and it is not about stereo
types and lies. Compassion, love, free
dom, and caring are conservative val
ues too. Unfortunately, there are some 
who would have you think otherwise. 
They have forgotten that partisan 
politics is not the determining factor 
in whether one is a good and upstand
ing person. l\R 
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o SATIRE 

MSA "ScientUlc" Study Flawed 
BY BENJAMIN KEPPLE 

RECENTLY, THE MICHIGAN 
Student Assembly (MSA) con
ducted a so-called scientific 

survey to self-assess the impact it 
had on the University Community. 
The survey had the secondary goal of 
attempting to provide findings in or
der to salvage its "lila} reputation 
on campus. The re~.~~s. 
ing, an~ so surprising·.~ we had to 
take 8,: closer look a~tlle procl~ed 
"findin " gs. . . 

First, is the survey really aDthat 
scientific? While it loudly proclaims 
to be on the front page of the docu~ 
ment, there are some potential worri
some trouble spots. While the tela. 
phone poll, taken by calling numbers 
affiliated with a randomly chosen ID 
number, seems OK so far, it is dis
turbingto note that the survey stated 
that it made sure ..... the sample re
flected the student body .... " Was..the 
simple random sample truly random? 
While speaking with Jon Winick,MSA 
Treasurer and head of the survey 
team, he stated that the survey team 
would have compensated by taking a 
new sample had previous samples not 
conformed to a reasonable facsimile 
of the makeup of the University Com
munity. Winick emphatically stated 
that the results were not tweaked in 
any way, and while some breakdowns 
are very convienient (especially in 
class standing and gender), the sur
vey seems relatively intact. 

The survey claimed that out of 
the students surveyed, 78 percent had 
no opinion about MSA, while 22 per
cent had an opinion. Out of these 22 
percent, a full 14 percent held posi
tive opinions about MSA, whereas 8 
percent held negative opinions. Upon 
further examination, it was deter
mined that all 14 percent of the stu
dents having a positive opinion were 
members of or knew someone in the 
Michigan or Students' Party. The 8 
percent who voiced negative opinion 
were officers of student groups forced 
to deal with applying for BPC funding 
and SOAS. Included in this 8 percent 
was Herman Muntz, chairman of Stu
dents Against The Vice President for 
Student Affairs (SATVPSA), who re
portedly stated, "Oh, God, make it 
stop! I can't even get reimbursed for a 
pack of cigarettes without signing my 
life away! The horror! The horror!" 

Benjamin &pple is the National 
Affairs Editor of The Michigan 
Review. We think he has a Nixon 
complex. Next year, he plans to 
return to the Carribbean and hide. 

Other students voiced complaints as the Assembly was taking a more ac-
well. Ted Dolway, chairman of Stu- tive role in everyday affairs. They 
dents For Creative Autocracy, stated promptly fled screaming in terror. 
"thatunderourrule,MSA would work Interestingly enough, the survey 
better.........()r else." (Dolwayis also chair- reported that the feature most liked 
man of the Maureen Hartford Fan about the University by its' students 
Club.) was "the diversity." Now look, if this 

32 percent of the students sampled isn't proof positive. that something is 
could name: the cUJTent MSA .Presi- amiss, I don't, know wbatis. Diver-
dent (Fiolla "Fotmnat" Rose). In a sity, indeed:Colne on. When people 
str8l:\@.~. coinei~ce, Rose woa mentioiJ"di:versity~~whattheyreally 
~~ae&y wun'~ obvimi~man:;.·· '. mean isuOJi~'~Jlf'How am Igomg to 
ctateof~~~cent():f~s~~tyote, answer tkisquestiout Shit!Ah ... the 

Wl.,'t. h, .tl.trriou. ;.".~ at an.:,.~ ... to ... un ... ~.',i'.· .. 8 ...... , ... 9pe1'..- diversityl ~t'S. th. ~.,~cket!" What 
cent dllring the ~ MSA~eleetion. about the mce campus, or the oppor-
Only 22 percentofthestud.mt$could tunities presenthere? 1 asked around 
name a representative on MsA. The the office and around out by the'foun-
sUrvey estimates t:ne ceiling of voter tain near the Bell Tower, and nQDne 

turnout in MSA el~~ons would be 33 even mentioned diversity. 
percent; Vegas odds places it at 18 ·It isveiy disturbing to note that 
percent, while the rest of the Review according to the survey, almost a full 
office figures around 10-15 percent (I 20 percent of students at the Univer-
hope so. Vote in the next election. If sity had no knowledge of campus af-
turnout is at 13 percent, I win the fairs, not knowing about the Presi-
office pool: $5 and season tickets to dent or the Code - even with usual 
Rutgers lacrosse games.) substandard coverage given daily in a 

The survey went on to brazenly Certain Other Newspaper. But this 
declare that students were satisfied was only the beginning. 
with the level they paid in student Out of this same group, 56 per-_~ 
fees. In fact, according to the survey, cent could not place major states en~a 
some individuals wanted to pay even map of the United States, 44 percent 
more money to MSA. On average, could not locate the United Kingdom 
students were willing to pay $4.40 a on a world map, and 23 percent 
term to that bloated cadaver ofineffi- thought the current president of the 
ciency. One individual was willing to United States was Ronald Reagan. 11 
pay up to "a Whopping $25 per term." percent thought the first president of 
Upon further questioning, it was re- the United States was Abraham Lin-
vealed that this individual was none coIn, while 6percent identified George 
other than MSA Vice President Probir Bernard Shaw as a Civil War general. 
Mehta. "What's anOther 50 cents? Or 18 percent identified Beethoven and 
anothet 25 dollars, for that matter?" Shakespeare as American, while 14 
Mehta I'eportedly said at a previous percent stated that Winston Churchill 
MSA meeting, grinning at the Exter- was black. A full 10 percent was un-
nal Relations Chair;.who was busily able to explain the Copernican helio-
making'tlightplan&toRiodeJaniero. centric theory of revolution. 24 per-
Rose went so far as to gripe in the cent thought the Hundred Years War 
Sept. 18th copy of a Certain Other was fought between Iran an~ Iraq, 
Newspaper that "I think the primary whereas 8 percent thought that the 
reason students are unaware of what current conflict in the former Yugo-
the assembly does is because today slavia was due to the assassination of 
MSA has almost no power to control Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Aus-
everyday aspects of students' lives." tria-Hungary. And yet the College of 
Religious groups on campus were LS&A still refuses to have a Core 
thrilled as this proves the existence of Curriculum. But look, we've got to 
a Just and Benevolent God, whereas make room for all those important 
campus historians noted that MSA classes like Urban Redevelopment 
never had power to control everday and Social Justice (CAAS 426), 
aspects of students' lives. Rose later Gender and the Individual: Trans-
stated "We could, but we're not a One mission and Function of SexlGen-
Hour Martinizing government." One derSystems(WS341),andofcourse, 
student, Martin Fitzgerald, com- that vital Pornography: What's Sex 
mented "I might begin to take an Got To Do With It (Univ. Course 
interest in MSA if they would stop 178) class. (Hey, it worked for me). 
spending their money on trips to Parking was cited as the main 
Washington D.C., Arizona, and other concern ("the biggest problem on cam-
places and spent the money responsi- pus") of selected students, with the 
bly here." Other students misunder- majority demanding that ifMSAdoes 
stood our question, and thought that something about anything, to do some-

thing about that. Students liked 
" ... that MSA members do generally 
care and like the fact that a student 
government exists." the most about 
MSA, whereas students" ... [liked] the 
infighting and perceived· 
unprofessionalism ofMSA. .. " the least 
about that confederation ofimbeciles. 
Perceived unprofessionalism? There 
are about three represenatives of 
merit on that dung heap of an assem
bly. They can't even write a deCent 
budget. Jesus· Christ~ I would lovefot 
them to explain just why we need to 
go lobbying. off in Washington. Why 
don't they? Do they really think that 
Congressman Joe Plunder (D-Shav
ing Lint, Iowa) really cares what they 
think about the environment or affir
mative action? Of course not. I mean, 
look at their last year's budget. It 
reeks of waste and unprofessionalism. 
Last year the Women's Issues Com
mission submitted their bloody bud
get proposal on a half sheet of torn 
notebook paper! It was for over three 
thousand dollars, and they spent it 
irresponsibly. "Whether you like it or 
not, we're the only official campus 
wide voice for students on campus." 
said Winick in the survey. Is this 
supposed to reassure us? My God, 
what good are these people? Why do 
we re-elect these clowns? Have we all 
gone mad? They have no idea what 

. we're thinking, they have no idea what 
we want, and they continually waste 
our money, all for the prime purpose 
of putting a line on their resumes. 
Overall, they don't give a damn about 
us, in any way. I really think that 
Purdue and Penn State have the right 
idea. They pay nothing in fees to their 
student government. We give ours 
$200,000 a year and they frivolously 
spend most of it. And they want even 
more money, now. Oh, goody. Won
derful. I'm just glad Winick did this 
survey so that he can at least prevent 
some of the damage the rest of those 
cretins would cause. There, I had my 
Charles Grodin-like rant. 

I found it surprising that the num
bers for the negative opinions ofMSA 
were not higher thantheywere. While 
the MSA does serve a few valuable 
purposes, for the most part, it contin
ues to be a monolith of slothfulness 
and inefficiency. I also found it sur
prising that students were willing to 
give more money to the Assembly, 
given its' shoddy state of fiscal fit
ness. I believe negative opinion would 
be higher if more people knew about 
these problems. This survey is a step 
in the right direction, but the Assem
bly still has a long way to go before it 
receives respect. m 
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OSATIRE 

Arrival of the' Little Fat Bear Cult 
BY LISA WAGNER 

I HAVE SPENT THE LAST 
two years of my life here at the 
University of Michigan. AB a 

transfer student, I didn't plan on 
spending much time learning about 
the politics and the general goings-on 
of this place. I figured that I would get 
myself involved in a few social activi
ties while completing my last 48 cred
its and then be on my merry way. So, 
I decided to join The Michigan Re
view, and once again, as the Wagner
Way seems to go I proved myself 
wrong. I became interested in all of 
the things that I told myself to stay 
awayfrom. I found myselfin the midst 
of discussions regarding campus af
fairs, politics, national and interna
tional issues. These were the very 
things that I promised myself to keep 
out of. 

Not soon after I joined the Review 
I found that I actually had opinions 
about various topics. I began voicing 
them and to my surprise people lis
tened. So here I am, and I have some
thing to say about what goes on around 
here. In fact, I have so much to say 
that I have founded my own move
ment. It is called the Little Fat Bear 
Cult of Lisa and we have an agenda. 

Do not read any farther if you 
agree with everything Maureen Hart
ford has to say, or if you are perfectly 
content with the way that this Uni
versity runs itself. Our plan of action 
is trying to change some things that 
we feel are fundamentally wrong with 
the University of Michigan. Our plan 
has fourteen points and are as fol
lows. 

Number One: Tuition may not 
increase over one's college career. For 
most people, one of the criteria for 
choosing a university is cost. Essen
tially, the cost of tuition should in
clude the benefits one receives. How 
many people do ,you know start off 
with a salary that justifies what they 
spent on the degree that got them the 
job in the first place? 

Number two: Tuition increases 
are a given but there should be a cap 
on them. Tuition at the University of 
Michigan should not increase faster 
than the rate ofinflation. If this state
ment makes sense to you, then why 
has the tuition ofthis state-run facil
ity increased more than the rate of 
inflation almost every year since 1981? 

. Number three: The Little Fat Bear 
Cult of Lisa believes that coursepacks 
should be included in the price of 

Lisa Wagner is Features Editor of the 
Review and also demands that the 
University gives her a 4.0! 

tuition. What is up with coursepacks 
that cost $68.00 (including royalties) 
from the Michigan Document Ser
vice? 

Number four: We think that the 
number of credits for a class should be 
equal to the number of hours required 
to be in that class per week. Enough 
said. 

Number five: There should be 
more money returned to students 
when reselling books. For some rea
son, we cannot grasp the fact that a 
student will only receive $15 in re
turn for a $65 book, and never receive 
a dime in return for a coursepack. 

Number six: There should be 
stricter requirements in the screen
ing of GSI's (Graduate Student In
structors, or TAB) For instance, the 
English Proficiency Exam should be 
more difficult. TAB should be able to 
say a little more than "Rover can take 
a walk in the park." TAB should be 
able to speak fluent English, dammit! 

Number seven: There should be 
absolutely no tolerance for violence or 
discrimination except against obsti
nate, beef-witted people. 

Number eight: The University 
should provide parking campuswide 
for any student with a vehicle regis
tered with the University. The Little 
Fat Bear Cult feels this point flies 
almost without explanation. 

We know that with the five to ten 
million dollars that Duderstadt mis
used a great safe parking structure 
could have been built within walking 
distance to Central Campus. 

Number nine: Drinks must be al
lowed in libraries. Let's face it, we all 
need caffeine. And we all know how to 
deposit the cans in the recycling bins. 
The last thing a student needs is for 
some politically correct do-gaoder to 
come along and abscond with his bev
erage. 

I don't know about the average 
student, but I'd rather leave the Ii
brarythan give up my Mountain Dew. 

Number ten: Food must be avail
able at a reasonable cost to students 
living in off campus housing. Think 
about this one: Without our agenda 
reading like Communist propaganda, 
a small grocery store can be opened 
for students only. It could be like the 
Gordon's Food Service store. Items 
could be sold at a small profit. Just 
think, whoever opened this store 
would not only have a monopoly on 
the University students, but also be 
guaranteed a profit. 

Number eleven: There should be 
a ceiling on the amount of rent charged 
for students in off-campus housing. 
Where do the landlords think the stu
dents get their money? Not everyone 

can call Mom and Dad for a check. So 
those of us who live off-campus are 
left with a rather arduous decision. 
Do we live with mice in somebody's 
cellar, or do we choose the walk-in 
closet for $225 a month? Laborious 
decision, isn't it? 

Number twelve: PasslFail dead
line should be after midterms. 

The present guidelines vary from 
school to school. This is a crying shame. 
The students in the School of Engi
neering can wait up to nine weeks to 
make up their minds, whereas stu
dents in the LSA only have three 
weeks. 

Number thirteen: There should 
be no penalties for non-attendance. 
We have all had classes where the 
lectures are based on the readings. 
Sometimes this is helpful, but most of 
the time it is just too monotonous. In 
a University such as ours, where all 
the students are literate, why should 
time be wasted just going over the 
reading material? Dude, all students 
already know it behooves them to go 
to class. 

Number fourteen: The final point 
on the agenda of the Little Fat.~ 

Cult is most important. There should 
be less severe penalties for playing 
video poker in lecture halls. This is a 
great way to pass time while your 
professor is over analyzing the read
ing that you were supposed to do the 
night before. 

By the way, I hear that getting 
caught is rather embarassjng. Appar~ 
ently one tends to want to crawl into 
a very small space and die. If the Cult 
can lessen the penalties for playing 
video poker, students can avoid the 
awkward urge to crawl into a hole. 

Pay attention, all you fine young 
worldly students! The time to act is 
now. Come to a meeting of the Little 
Fat Bear Cult of Lisa and you shall 
see the Light. We will teach you how 
to get your voice heard. It is your 
calling to pester the University Re
gents to implement these changes. 

For your information, regular 
meetings of the Little Fat Beat Cult 
will be held in the Hartford Towers 
Commons Room, located on the Cen
tral Campus of the University of 
Michigan. Our meetings will start at 
7 A.M. on Sundays. Bring goats.Mt 

Sign the Reverse Pledge! 
Since the University has no interest in students's civil 
rights, it is about time that we deal with the only thing 
we have that does interest them: Our Money. 

"I, , hereby pledge to 
refrain from donating any money to the University of 
Michigan whatsoever (including pledge drives, alumni 
association fundraisers, etc.) until the Code of Student 
Conduct is abolished. 

Signed, 

Mail your reverse pledge to: 

The Michigan Review 
911 N. University Ave., Suite One 
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1265 

Or fax it to us at 3131936-2505. 

" 
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o SPORTSCENE 

Michigan Sports: A New Approach 
BY MEL MYERS 

M ICHIGANHASLONGEX
celled at the prestigious 
revenue sports; football and 

basketball. The statistics speak for 
themselves. The most victories and 
the second best winning percentage 
in college football history. The Na
tional Championship in 1989 and two 
consecutive National Championship 
appearances this decade. These sta
tistics rightfully create expectations 
that unfortunately can no longer be 
matched. The problem is not with 
Michigan football or basketball, the 
problem is with the typical Michigan 
fan's perceptions and expectations. 
Michigan's high profile sports pro
grams have slipped the last few years, 
causing fans to question the coaching 
staffs, strategies, style of play, etc. 
After the latest debacle at Northwest
ern, reality has to set in, to avoid the 
mental anguish customary to Michi
gan fans we must change. The only 
surefire way to beat this pain is to 
apply new age managerial techniques 
that call for people to alter their per
ceptions, otherwise long periods of 
disappointment with brief periods of 
exultation will be the rule. Here are 
my reasons why really intense Michi
gan fans must change. 

FQOTBAIJ, 
Michigan football has been able to 
meet expectations by consistently 
winning Big Ten Championships and 
being a pererip.ial top ten team year 
after year. However, the era when 
Michigan and Ohio State take turns 
in winning the Big Ten Champion
ship are over. Michigan and Ohio State 
will still win their share of champion
ships, but scholarship reductions has 
created more parity in college football 
and has increased the importance of 

other factors necessary to winning 
championships. No longer can teams 
like Michigan stack 110 scholarship 
players, thirty of whom could start at 
other Division One schools. In the 
past Michigan could count on its over
all talent and depth to overcome any 
deficiency in coaching, prepaqltion, 
skill players, etc. and win nearly 
every game. Now teams have closed 
the gap in talent by signing those 
thirty or so players that used to sit on 
the bench for powerhouses like Michi
gan. True Michigan still has more 
talent that most every team, but other 
teams are able because of perhaps 
better coaching, conditioning, more 
thorough preparation, and more 
heart(or in Northwestern's case all of 
these) to overcome the talent deficit 
and pull out victories. The days when 
teams would just roll over for Michi
gan, Ohio State, Notre Dame, etc. are 
over. Michigan must endure the same 
cycles of subpar coaching, lack of star 
players, and other factors that now 
separate the good and the great teams. 

BASKETBAI,I: 
Expectations for Michigan basketball 
are not as unusually high as the foot
ball program, nor should they be. 
Michigan has a solid basketball tradi
tion, but not a spectacular one. The 
program has superficially been raised 
to status on par with North Carolina, 
Kentucky, and UCLA because of the 
rapid success in the late eighties and 
early nineties, and the immense popu
larity ofthe Fab Five. What was the 
Fab Five? An aberration that hap
pens at most once in the lifetime of a 
sports program. It was simply the 
greatest and luckiest recruiting coup 
in the history of college basketball. 
Tremendous talent combined with fit
ting personalities and roles produced 
a great team. Michigan has enjoyed 

Attention! 

The Michigan Review is pleased to announce the 
winner of our 1996 "Bill Clinton Award for Waffling 
on the Issues." This year's recipient is none other 
than The Michigan Daily, which, in a master stroke, 
managed to print a positive editorial about lTD, and 
in the space of three days happened to change their 
minds and print an editorial blasting lTD. It's this 
refusal to stick to one's decisions that makes the 
Daily this year's easy winner. Congratulations, Daily! 

success in basketball lately, but what this, is to alter our expectations. A 
people do not know is thatithas failed trip to Madison, Wisconsin was the 
to win a Big Ten Championship in event that forever "enlightened" me. 
over ten years. Again, as in football The Badgers had just lost a close 
the single greatest factor in winning game to Penn State after missing a 
basketball games is talent. However last second field goal. What hap-
in basketball, other facets are even pened next might be shocking and 
more important. The Fab Five had even offensive to Wolverine fans. The 
simply too much talent and cohesive- Wisconsin fans(including students) 
ness not to excel. Their styles meshed cheered enthusiastically for their ef-
well with Steve Fisher and they fit his fort and then proceeded to celebrate 
style of play. In college basketball a Wisconsin tradition called the "5th 
you have to have the perfect mix of Quarter") where fans dance and sing 
talent, coaching style, and role play- to melodies played by the band. Stu-
ers to win championships. That com- dents are free to come on to the field 
bination is very hard to come by, Michi- and everyone has a great time. This 
gan up cycle has come, and now it despite the fact that Wisconsin is an 
seems (although they still have im- up and coming program that has won 
mense talent) their down cycle is here. the Big Ten more recently than Michi-
Its a reality thatfans need to get used gan. The tradition and attitude dis-
to. Mental anguish and distress is played truly puts the game in per-
truly only a part of the most rabid spective, and is a much "easier" way 
Michigan fans. Those of us who have to be a fan. Do I think this is possible 
fallen prey to the "illusion" that at Michigan? Probably not, but if 
whether our football or basketball each fan does their part and put in 
teams' win or not matters. This cam- perspective how good the Wolverines 
pus however does seem to be overly really are, expectations could change 
excited or depressed according to and you might be able to truly enjoy 
whether or not our sports programs college athletics no matter how suc-
are winning. The key to ch~ginlf··~· cessful the team is. l\R 

Women and the 
Welfare of Humanity 

Speaker: Juana Conrad, founder & president of Women for 
International Peace and Arbitration, and member of tbe U.S. 
Baba'i'National Spiritual Assembly. Ms. Conrad, an 
internationally known speaker on women's issues, participated in 
tbe Fourth United Nations Conference on Women in Beijing. 

This free public event includes music, discussion, and refreshments 

Sunday, October 13, 1996 ·10:30 AM 
The Michigan Union 

Kuenzel Room 

530 S. State Street 
Ann Arbor, MI 

Sponsored by the Baha'i'Faith, Ann Arbor 

For Further Information: 313-930-0477 
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Music 
Hayden is Cool but Fire Should Burn 

BY CHRIS HAYES 

E VERY ONCE IN A WHILE 
there comes along a songwriter 
that speaks so true and honest 

in his songs that it is impossible to 
resist. Bob Dylan is one of them. Bruce 
Springsteen is another. So is Hayden. 

On paper, Hayden sounds like a 
nobody who recorded a nothing al
bum. Hayden Desser was in the typi
calhighschoolband,r---------~ 

quit and later found Hayden 
himself messing Everything I 
around on a second- Long For 
hand four-track re- Outpost 
corder in his bed- Recordings 
room. If! had a quar- l-.. ______ ---l 

ter for all the self-made tapes such as 
this made by people I know, I could 
buy myself a quality meal at the Brown 
Jug. Yet Hayden, somehow, someway, 
avoided the fate of most. The secret 
behind it: he is damn talented. 

Everything I Long For, an album 
recorded in his bedroom, was self
released in Canada in '94. After tour
ing constantly coast to coast four 
times, Outpost Records found Hayden 
and decided to release Everything I 
Long For in the US late in '95. Just 
recently, however, has the album been 
getting attention. 

Everything I Long For is an al
bum beautifully written, describing 
the everyday encounters, thoughts 
and emotions of a person who could 
easily be the boy next door. Hayden 
writes about everything from desire 
to frustration to working at the local 
department store. Each song is a page 
from his life, laid out like a diary or 
journal of events. Every song speaks 
uniquely from his perspective, with a 
long overdue sense of honesty. 

Everything I Long For starts with 
the twenty-five year old Canuck clear
ing his throat, as if saying "Well ... 
here is my life story, I hope you're 
ready to hear it." The first; track, "Bad 
as They Seem" opens with Hayden's 
distinct acoustic guitar, tuned lower 
to accommodate his raspy, baritone 
voice, rattling with metallic reverb 
from strumming it too hard. This gives 
the entire album a unique and unfor
gettable sound that lets the listener 
know that whatever Hayden sings 
about and whatever instruments he 
plays, it is 100% Hayden. 

"Bad as They Seem" is the single 
that received airtime this summer on 
radio stations and MTV. It is a won
derfully honest stripped-down- to
the-minimal folk song. Hayden sings 
of the "girl of my dreams" only to call 
things bad cause "she is only sixteen." 
Hayden then confesses to have to "get 
out some more/go down to the groeery 

store/ find someone I adore." He ac
companies his guitar with a har
monica solo, only adding to the mel
ancholy mood. 

The second track, "In September," 
is a tune showing the musical influ-

ence of Neil Young andJ. Mascis. On 
"In September" Hayden sings of the 
jealousy consuming a relationship 
after an unwanted breakup. The 
song, filled with his metallic sound
ing guitar accompanied by a pierc
ing violent electric guitar, demon
strates Hayden's masterful writing 
skills and his ability to create a 
distinct feeling through his guitar 
playing. 

Hayden isn't a walking COID

plaint, however. "We Don't Mind" is 
a beautiful acoustic song about two 
lovers calling each other in sick to 
work. "My Parents House" is a piano 
composition, with Hayden recalling 
days spent with his girlfriend at a 
vacationing parents house. 

Musically, Everything I Long For 
is filled with a large range of styles 
and accompanying instruments that 
make for an album as unique as the 
songwriter. Hayden dabbles in pi
ano, harmonica, even cellos and vio
lins to successfully create whatever 
feeling he attempts to get across. 
Everything I Long For ends with 
"lounging" a song filled with record
ings of Hayden channel surfing the 
TV atthree in the morning, bringing 
the listener back to where it all be
gan for him - his bedroom. Hayden 
has written, played on, and recorded 
an album that is genuine not only to 
himself but also to the listener as 
well. Because ofhis unique approach 
to life and music, Hayden proves 
himself as a true gem among 
songwriters. 

BY MIKE FmwOOD 

I T GOES WITHOUT SAYING 
that we at the Review get a 
large amount of bad music sent 

to us. While we usually make it our 
priority to fill our 
readers in on the 
hip, new rock and 
roll artists that 
come our way, 
there is also a time 
to take the less 
traveled road. 

Every .blue 
moon there comes 
an album that fills 
me with such hate 
and disgust that I 
question the mu
sic industry all to
gether. I also find 
myself thinking, 
"This is a joke, 
right? This has to 
be a joke. Tell me 
it's a joke!!!" The 
last blue moon 
brought Fire On 

the Mountain ... Reggae Celebrates 

The Grateful Dead my way. I didn't 
have to listen much beyond the Mighty 
Diamonds' rendition of "Touch of 
Grey" before I was convinced. 

Eleven covers of Grateful Dead 
tunes done in the popular, traditional, 
reggae style by well known Reggae 
artists. What makes me sad is that 
this album is going to appeal to people. 
A hell of a lot . Right now, young men 
and women across campus with their 
tie-dyed shirts and hemp necklaces 
are getting word of this compilation 
and are imagining the fun oflistening 
to it while spending hours staring at 
their Jerry Garcia black light posters. 

The propaganda of the album is 
what makes it so ridiculous . Some 
hot shot music executive sitting be
hind his desk thought to himself, "The 
Dead sells a lot. Reggae sells a lot. 
Together, I will be wealthy!!!" And 
the product is Fire On the Mountain . 
I will not be the least bit surprised by 
the popularity that this album may 
gain. I probably just sold copies slam
ming it. I think Pow Wow is working 
on a British Pop compilation in honor 
of Bob Marley. After this album, 

. notlllng would shock me. Ml 
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GREAT SIDEWALK SALE SPECIALS! 

.. We have a HUGE selection of 
MICHIGAN memorabilia 
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I 

T WAS HIS STORMY 1986 con-
firmation hearings for the Su
preme Court which first brought 
Robert Bork to national atten

tion. Though rejected due to his "ex
treme views," Bork has continued his 
crusade against society's evils in a se
ries of articles and books. His latest 

Slouching Towards 
Gomorrah 
by Robert Bork 
Harper Collins 
Hardcover, $29.95 

book, takes dead aim at modem liber
alism, and challenges central tenets of 
libertarianism at the same time. 

Bork's central claim is that compo
nent forces of modem liberalism are 
wreaking havoc on the country. 
Through radical individualism, mod
em liberals have removed all manner 
of restrictions on citizens' personal ac
tivities. Stress on radical egalitarian
ism has caused denigration of achieve
ment and the collapse of respect for 
excellence. Though the book is far
ranging and explores many of the 
push-button social issues of the 1990s, 
focus on these two factors consumes 
Bork's attention. 

Libertarians will find themselves 
nodding as Bork attacks radical egali
tarianism. The belief that equality of 
citizens should be a guarantee of equal
ity in results receives its proper 
skewering in Bork's capable hands. Few 
on the right would object when he says 
that "a society attempting to imple
ment [radical egalitarian] principles 
would have to submit to despotism. 

men ted by individuals, families, or any democracy should be the only source of Decline of Religion," Borkdevastatingly 
group other than government." Illus- civil liberties is breathtakingly simple. critiques the state of logic and reason-
trating that equality ofresultwasnever A citizen's right to perform an action, ing on campuses today. Decrying 
the Constitution's intent and that his- for example, would be a function of the "teachers who see themselves as politi-
torical thinkers since de Tocqueville community's decision to grant him that cal activists whose campaign headquar-
have warned of American obsession right. Yet simply allowing the commu- tersjusthappen tobein the classroom," 
with egalitarianism, Bork has little nity untrammeled ability to make such Bork pulls no punches attacking the 
trouble on this front. decisions is as simplistic as Mill. Giv- damage done by increasing focus in 

Libertarians will find Bork's views ing the majority power to decide rights higher education on preserving stu-
on radical individualism tougher to of the minority without core set of in- dent self-esteem instead of focusing 
swallow. Bork coyly notes that even violable rights is as dangerous as the on the pursuit of knowledge. For col-
John Stuart Mill, the major philosophi- radical individualism Bork intends to lege students wanting to learn about 
cal origin of libertarianism, contradicted thwart. the pitfalls of collegiate intellectualism, 
his libertarianism in writings before Though one may disagree with Bork's insight into university capitula-
and after his seminal tract, On Liberty. Bork (and with chapters like one en- tion to left-wing interests is a must-
Dismissing Mill's philosophy as sim- titled "The Case For Censorship," many read. 
plistic, Bork claims that "the complex will), this book is thought-provoking Doubtless modem liberals will ig-
relations of the individual and his soci- and readable. Bork has no compunc- nore Bork. Preferring to discredit him 
ety cannot be reduced to a single rule." tion about hitting all sorts of controver- as an extremist legal scholar, they will . 
When Mill claims that the only justifi- sial issues. Issues like abortion, eutha- call his complaints mere whining. For 
cation for infringement on others' lib- nasi a, affirmative action, education, anyone who claims to care about the 
erty is self-protection, Bork retorts by media immersion, racial strife, and eco- state of the right, however, Bork re-
claiming that self-protection is rela- nomic woes all receive attention. With duces the left to absurdity while forc-
tive. If psychological and emotional clear focus and tight, witty prose, this ing the right to introspection. To de-
trauma demand protection, govem- book flows readily from page to page, mand respect, argument to libertarian-
ment have the power to stop it. Since whether one agrees with Bork or not. ism from those like Bork cannot be 
many liberals claim that inequality of College students should take spe- ignored. For libertarians to ignore the 
causes such harm to the "have-nots," cial interest in this book, as universities arguments Bork raises is a path to be 
Rork claims that libertarianism is sus- are one of Bork's major sources of Q.ll-~ taken at great peril. ~ 
ceptible to arguments allowing mas- . 
sive government intrusion. 

Though Bork's argument against 
demands respect, his counterpropos
als seem dangerously simplistic as well. 
To remedy a gradual rotting of culture 
over the years, Bork calls for a restora
tion of self-government to the com
munity. To Bork, unelected, unaccount
able judges frustrate the American 
people. Given the ability to democrati
cally decide their own paths, commu
nities would resist such liberal inclina
tions and restore basic moral principles. 

Bork has a valid argument, but it 
suffers from the simplicity Bork him-

The Brother 

Would it be perverted to say 
that you remind me of a brother? 
Your face is familiar 
like an old poem 
and I wonder if it is always this way 
or if we have changed. 

Perhaps you remember 
hot pavement on bare feet 
lips stained with raspberry smiles 
from the bushes along the porch. 
Perhaps you were the boy 
who ran through the city 
shining in the smog 
of a D. C. afternoon. 

• 

The Veil of Life Or perhaps we have always been here 
learning to be strangers 

I am shrouded by the night standing on the shore of reality. 
I am waiting - yearning for the sun that will rise through the mist in 

the morning. 
Someday the sun will burn this fog off my soul and I'll be among the 

living again. 
The sun will feed my starving reality and lift me from the depths of 

the night. 
I have this sense that I will see the morning and the noon-day sun 

will caress my being. 
I live for this day. 

- Lisa Wagner 

:::-~-""---.:..~~-~ -'';;';;;'':'' .-~.:: - -~~'---' :::. ':.--'- ----" ~~:.. 

learning to survive. 
When you kiss me 
I don't stop you 
and the streetlamps flicker on 
through the window. 

My throat stings with bourbon 
as you sink in your chair 
I do not mention 
the lines around your eyes. 

Somewhere a mother is baking bread 
and I wish that we were her children. 

-Sarah Gerrard 
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Sex, Balls of ".['wine , and Weird AI 

BY CURTIS ZIMMERMANN 

H
E HAS BEEN AN AMERI
can legend since the early 
Eighties, and his music 

graces the charts every few years. On 
September 25 Weird AI Yankovic 
joined the ranks of Leonard Bernstein 
by performing at Hill Auditorium in 
Ann Arbor. This concert was amazing 
because it confirmed him as one of the 
great comedic geniuses of our genera-
tioo. . 

The lights went dim and a large 
TV screen was lowered in front of the 
audience. Upon the screen appeared 
clips from many television oddities 
that included: bizarre monster mov
ies, cartoon characters getting their 
skulls bashed with anvils, and The 
Brady Bunch. When the clips ended, 
the star was introduced by many talk 
show hosts on the TV screen. The 
words "'Weird AI Y ankovic" pulsated 
through the crowd. He ran onto stage 
and began singing to the tune of an 
old doo-wop beat, with his band fol
lowing him on stage. With his accor
dion he played a variety of recent hits 
including "Black Hole Sun" to a Polka 

beat. Next, the tempo slowed down as 
AI sang about lost love to a young 
woman in the front row while sitting 
on her lap. 

The large TV screen was again 
lowered to show several Weird AI ce
lebrity interviews, including: Ma
donna, Keith Richards, Billy Joel, and 
Paul McCartney. In his first inter
view he had Madonna pledging her 
undying love of his music. Meanwhile 
the stage crew was setting up a bed. 
The band returned wearing large Ma
donna style cone bras. Weird AI per
formed an exotic version of Like a 
Surgeon. This featured: chain saws, 
lots of blood, and AI placing on foot 
behind his head while hoping up and 
down on the other .. 

The concert continued as Weird 
AI went on a rampage that featured 
many of his most loved hits including 
"Yabba Dabba Do," and his first hit, 
"Eat it." One of the major highlights 
of the evening was, "Jurassic Park," 
modeled on "MacArthur Park," a song 
that some could argue is one of the 
best ever written. With this song 
Weird AI proved to the audience that 
he could take even one the finest of 

Yo La Tengo 
BY EvAN }{NO'IT 

A FTER MONTHS OF 
anticipation and delay, Yo La 
Tengo has finally released 

the long-awaited Genius + Love "= Yo 
La Tengo double album on Matador 
Records. Not surprisingly, the album's 
title easily gives due credit to the 
seminal New Jersey trio. The band, 

Yo La Tengo 
Genius + Love ii= Yo La Tengo 
Matador Records 

compirised of guitarist and singer Ira 
Kaplan, drummer and vocalist Geor
gia Hubley, and bassistJ ames MeN ew 
delivers a beautiful marriage of sonic 
experimentalism with moody, drone
ridden soundscapes a la The Velvet 
Underground. Genius + Love = Yo La 
Tengo perfectly captures these fasci
nating musical voyages. 

Genius + Love = Yo La Tengo, 
unlike past studio albums, is a fine 
collection orb-sides, demos, and other 
rare treats. Disc one includes 16 vocal 
tracks, while disc 2 delivers 14 vari
ous instrumental pieces. Side one be-

gins with Evanescent Psychic Pez 
Drop, hands down the album's best 
track. Nothing better defines the Yo 
La Tengo sound than Pez Drop: its 
vintage droning organ, Ira's chaotic 
bursts of delayed feedback, and 
Georgia's simple, trance-inducing 
drumming. Followed by Demons, this 
track made its appearance on the I 

. Shot Andy Warhol soundtrack. Noto
rious for its live covers, Too Late of
fers a glimpse of the band's live per
formance. Going back to late 1989, 
the band includes a beautifully mini
mal version of John Cale's Hanky 
Panky Nohow recorded in the band's 
basement. Fans of the band's 1995 
breakthrough album Electr-o-pura 
will find an alternate version of the 
False Alarm backing tracks with Ira 
reading a new set of poetic verse on 
Ultra-Powerful Short Wave Radio 
Picks Up Music From Venus. Venus 
portrays another of the band's unend
ing charms in its spontaneity; the 
song was recorded as part of 16 song 
improvised set with Jad Fair. 

Most of Disc 1 captures Yo La 
Tengo's softer, melodic, and struc
tured side of songwriting. However, 
the band continues to redefine the 
boundaries and rubrics by which 
music is composed and performed, 

musical pieces and make a total mock- peared from the stage once again; he 
ery of it. returned wearing the famous "Fat" 

As the show neared its climax, suit that helped place Weird Al in the 
the songs began to be played with hearts of many MTV viewers in the 
much more intensity. His performance late eighties. Weird Al's gyration of 
of "The Largest Ball of Twine in Min- his slightly enlarged pelvis as he sang 
nesota" would make even the wildest made this the funniest moment of the 
of fraternities change their road trip night. 
destination. The show then took a bit A few moments later when the 
of an alternative turn, as they paid house lights remained off and Weird 
homage to Kurt Cobain by completely Al was absent from the stage, the 
ripping apart his defininitive song, audience began to call out his name. 
"Smells Like Teen Spirit." Weird AI Upon his triumphant return he made 
walked onto the stage wearing tan sure that all of the "Kinks" were ironed 
baggy pants and unwashed blue shirt, out of any audience member's apathy 
a style that Cobain made legendary. by performing a standing room only 
A large spotlight cast his shadow on version of"Y oda," a rendition of "Lola. " 
the back of the stage. Al and his band The audience sang along at the top of 
then played "Smells Like Nirvana" their lungs, "Yoda .. yo yo yo ya Yoda .. 
with a ferocity that was unmatched yo yo yo ya Yoda." Audience members 
by any other songs performed that swarmed in front of the stage to catch 
night. a final glimpse of this legend as he 

As if"Smells Like Nirvana" wasn't concluded his performance. The crowd 
enough, Weird AI and his band re- roared and then,just like that, he was 
turned to the stage wearing all back gone, and the lights turned on, and 
suits, black hats and long beards. people slowly made their way out of 
This was the setting for the song the concert hall knowing that on that 
"Amish Paradise," Weird Al's answer night they saw a once in a lifetime-
to Coolio's "Gangsta's Paradise." Im- well a least a once in a semester -
mediately following this he disap,,:>.,,~ event. l\R 

-- Cool Tunes 
constantly challenging conventional 
song-writing structure with its reli
ance on sounds and musical patterns 
to piece together their arrangements. 
Disc 2 begins with I'm Set Free, an
other I Shot Andy Warhol outtake in 
keeping with the band's marriage of 
guitar, organ, and drums. Shortly af
ter, a raw and vocal-less version of the 
band's most loved song From a Motel 
6 reverberates with a slightly alter
nate take on the lead guitar riff and 
solo. From a Motel 6 #1, is listed as the 
band's first attempt at the song, 
though even hard-core fans will have 
a hard time making the connection to 
the well-loved song. With a similar 
bass line and a new organ accompani
ment, the demo's main guitar riffwas 
discarded and then used in an earlier 
song "The Summer". Three of the out
takes from Disc 2, including Her 
Grandmother's Gift, One Self: Fish 
Girl, and Enough were all recorded as 
the backing music for animated films 
by Georgia's sister Emily. The album's 

most unlikely outtake is the band's 
cover of the Ramones' hit Blitzkrieg 
Bop, a wonderfully crafted and al
most jazzy rendition of the punk an
them. Yo La Tengo likens the cover to 
music suitable for dining; the song 
practically gleams with the word 
Muzak all over it. 

The album ends with the twenty
six minute long Sunsquashed, the ar
chetypal Yo La Tengo soundscape. 
Repetitive, noisy, chaotic, and exhaus
tive, the song is probably best experi
enced live, but provides a beautiful 
and hypnotic example of the bands 
often improvised live performance 
style that we so seldom have the for
tune to experience. Genius + Love = 
Yo La Tengo is an essential part of 
every indie-band lover's collection, and 
was well worth Matador Records' end
less delay. First time listeners and 
veteran fans of the band will equally 
find Yo La Tengo's diverse and re
freshing musical talents on this double 
album documentary.l\R 

Want to write about books, music, or film? Do you like to write 
poetry? Then write for The Michigan Review's Arts Staff. Just 
stop by our weekly meetings at 7 pm on Tuesdays on the 3rd 
floor of The Michigan League Building, in Suite One, or either 
give us a call at 662-1909 or an e-mail at mrev@umich.edu. 



• 

Do you want to write about the things that affect-your life: politics, campus affairs, 
sports, news, features, books, arts, music, and more? Or do you just want to spout off 
about things that are annoying you, like the fact that lTD charges eight cents to print 
a single page? 

Join the Review. 

Do you want to earn POSSIBLY UNLIMITEDTM CASH, PRIZES, and the continuing 
admiration of our Publisher and Editorial Board? 

Join the Review Business Staff. 

Have you always wanted to find out why Editor-in-ChiefGeoffBrown doesn't seem to 
like Bill Clinton? Do you want to find out why Publisher Pat ~skew drinks Mylanta 
straight from the container? Want to find out why National Mfai!§ Editor Benjamin 
Kepple is really, truly, insane, and just secretly masks it from the-"world? Want to find out 
how Arts Editor Tom Joliffe broke his foot? 

Well, you can join the Review anyway without having to hear any of that. But they're 
hilarious stories. 

Do you want to make a difference on campus? 

Then Join The Michigan Review, the award winning campus affairs journal of the University of Michigan. We're 
looking for interested writers, photographers, ad representatives, and future editors interested in making this 
campus Safe For Democracy. Well, something like that. If you ever wanted to find out what journalism was like, if 
you ever wanted to see your name in print, and if you ever thought, "I hope that (DELETED FOR LEGAL 
REASONS-, Ed.) doesn't make it to one hundred and seven", you should join the Review. Messrs. Hand K assure 
the public that a good time will be had by all. 

If you're interested, stop by our SPIFFY STAFF MEETINGS where you can submit articles, come up with story 
ideas, argue with other staffers, insult the National Affairs Editor, and overall have a fun time of it. They're (for the 
present, anyway) in Suite One, on the 3rd Floor of the Michigan League, at 7:00 pm on Tuesdays. (We are moving 
soon to the Perry Building for a couple of months, so we'll keep you posted.) And of course, if you love us, hate us, 
want to join us, or just want some general information ... e-mail us at mrev@umich.edu. 
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